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ABSTRACT

Equivalent circuit model for torsional
magnetostrictive patch transducer
Jun Kyu Lee
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
The research in this dissertation aims at developing a fully coupled circuit model of
a magnetostrictive patch transducer designed for generating and receiving the lowest
torsional (T(0,1)) guided wave. Despite various types of magnetostrictive patch

transducers have been developed, there appears no fully coupled circuit model to
accurately account for the mechanism of wave actuation and sensing of the
transducers. In addition, a circuit model to be useful for both wave actuation and

sensing has not been proposed yet. Unlike piezoelectric transducers for which
various circuit models for field variable quantification and their application are
studied, however, the related research on the magnetostrictive patch transducers is
very limited. The lack of such models makes it difficult for the magnetostrictive
patch transducers to be further used in industrial applications. Motivated by this need,
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we aim to develop a fully coupled circuit model of a magnetostrictive patch
transducer used to generate and measure the lowest torsional (T(0,1)) guided wave.
Prior to construct the quantitative circuit model, we compared the field variables
from the existing simplified constitutive equations of the magnetostriction with those
of strain gauge to confirm the possibility of quantification. After that, in order to
achieve the aim, structural impedances considering both a specimen and the
transducer

are

obtained.

Nonlinear

magnetostriction

phenomenon

in

a

magnetostrictive patch which requiring magnetic material properties is expressed in
the designed equivalent circuit. In particular, the static magnetic field caused by the
magnet, which greatly influences the magnetostriction phenomenon, is also
considered in the equivalent circuit. These processes form a single model that
converts a voltage output from the transducer to the actual strain in the specimen and
vice versa. The validity of the developed model was confirmed by comparing the
values of the predicted field variables and those by experiments.

Keywords: Guided wave, Magnetostriction, Magnetostrictive patch transducer,
Quantification, Equivalent circuit
Student Number: 2012-23944
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation

A magnetostrictive patch transducer (MPT) is a transducer using a magnetostriction
phenomenon which refers to the coupling phenomenon between strain and magnetic
field in a ferromagnetic material. They typically consist of thin magnetostrictive
patches, magnets providing static bias magnetic field and coils providing dynamic
magnetic field. Depending on the type of generated (measured) waves, the field
directions can be either parallel or perpendicular. The advantages of using these
transducers are that they can generate and measure vibrations and ultrasonic waves
at a low cost with a relatively simple structure [1-8]. Compared with more-widely
used piezoelectric transducers, they do not require direct wiring to the transducers.
Therefore, they can be useful when direct wiring should be avoided as in the
vibration measurement of rotating shafts [9-11]. Unlike piezoelectric transducers for
which various circuit models for field variable quantification and their application
[12-16] are available, however, the related research on the magnetostrictive patch
transducers is very limited. The lack of such research makes it difficult for the
magnetostrictive patch transducers to be further used in industrial applications.
Motivated by this need, we aim to quantify the magnetostrictive patch transducer by
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analyzing the structural and magnetic properties.

In the case of magnetostrictive patch transducer, we should consider both mechanical
deformation and magnetic properties of magnetostrictive patches. In most earlier
studies, relatively simple magnetic field models were used. For instance, the ideal
condition by means of an infinitely long coil is adapted instead of a permanent
magnet [17-19] when externally applied static field is considered. Or a simplified
linear magnetic model was to depict the static magnetic behavior [20, 21]. To
consider external static magnetic field, Choi et al. [22] expressed the impedance of
the magnetostrictive transducer using an equivalent circuit. However, their model
did not consider static magnetic field and the actual impedance value of an MPT was
quite different from that calculated from their model. On the other hand, Clemente
et al. [23] took into account the effect of permanent magnets on the circuit model
and the voltage outputs predicted by their model were quite close to those obtained
experimentally. However, this study, mainly focused on energy harvesting, considers
a model valid for measurement not for excitation. Therefore, a unified model equally
applicable to both measurement and excitation should be developed for precise
quantification of magnetostrictive patch transducers to increase the applicability in
industrial field.

1.2 Research Objectives
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In this study, the model of a magnetostrictive patch transducer for torsion installed
on a cylindrical structural specimen will be covered. As mentioned above, a
magnetostrictive patch transducer is possible to operate without contact with the
specimen because of the gap between the patch and the coil. While a piezoelectric
transducer is difficult to produce a torsional deformation, a magnetostrictive patch
transducer can simply deal with a pure torsional deformation. Therefore, that
configuration of the transducer is adapted in this study because it is judged that it
would have a unique advantage over other transducers in industrial field application.

The main objective of this research is to develop a precise model of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer for quantification. In order to target the actual
physical quantity like a strain or a voltage through the advanced model, both the
quantification possibility and the consideration of the structure and the magnetic
characteristics of the magnetostrictive patch transducer should be confirmed.

The specific objectives concerned in this research can be summarized as follows:

 Relative calibration of magnetostrictive patch transducer
Contents begin with the working principle of the magnetostrictive patch transducer
and to express the magnetostriction phenomenon inside the magnetostrictive patch
using simplified linear equations. These equations are not quantitative, but they
provide the behavior of magnetostrictive phenomenon. Then, the numerical findings
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by these equations are compared with results from experiments performed in a solid
shaft on a laboratory. Furthermore, the measurement results by the magnetostrictive
patch transducer are compared with those obtained by the commercial strain gauge
system [24, 25]. The comparison not only validates the effectiveness of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer but also confirms the suggested frequencydependent calibration scheme.

 Construction of equivalent circuit model for magnetostrictive patch transducer
For precise quantification, the proposed model needs to consider nonlinear
magnetostrictive phenomenon of a magnetostrictive patch, the mechanical
impedance of the patch and a test specimen and the applied static bias magnetic field.
The derived full-coupled circuit model is constructed to be valid for both actuation
and sensing. Therefore, the model can convert a voltage output from the transducer
to the actual strain in the test specimen and vice versa. It may be worth elaborating
on the development of the model. First of all, the magnetic constitutive relation as
well as the strain-magnetic strength relation of the magnetostrictive patch material
is identified. Here, HiperCo 50A [26] is used as the material. The structural
impedances of the patch and specimen are calculated by considering their geometry
and material properties and are considered in developing the circuit model. Not only
the static magnetic field by a permanent magnet but also its resistance is considered
in the model. Then the overall magnetostriction phenomenon, representing the
conversion between mechanical energy (strain) and electromagnetic energy (voltage),
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can be explained by the developed model. To check the validity of the developed
model, the predicted field quantities (voltage and strain) by the developed model are
compared with those obtained by experiments. Furthermore, the model is checked if
it is valid when a different specimen material is used and also when the patch
dimensions and the frequency ranges are altered.

1.3 Outline of thesis

In Chapter 2, theoretical backgrounds of magnetostriction phenomenon and general
information of guided wave based NDE (Non-destructive evaluation) and SHM
(Structural health monitoring) are explained. The theory on the magnetostriction is
described first. Then theory of guided waves in cylinder are then introduced. Among
several wave modes, torsional waves and circumferential shear-horizontal waves are
handled in detail.

In Chapter 3, magnetostrictive patch transducer for torsional elastic waves which is
used in this study is introduced. First, the configuration and working principle of the
transducer are presented. After that, simplified analysis of magnetoelastic effect
using magnetostriction equation is done. In this analysis, linear magnetostriction
equations are used and the effect of static magnetic field on the magnetostrictive
patch transducer is also examined. The preceding analysis will be compared to the
experimental values of a magnetostrictive patch transducer and the relative
5

calibration of the magnetostrictive patch transducer is performed through an already
validated strain gauge.

In Chapter 4, In order to construct a fully-coupled model for quantification, the
physical structure of the transducer and the specimen are considered. Therefore,
structural impedances based on cylinder or shaft type specimen and magnetostrictive
patch attached on the specimen are constructed. Using this impedances, the overall
input impedance of the transducer is obtained through transmission line theory. In
addition, considering the adhesive layer between the specimen and the patch, the
effective patch width is taken into impedance by shear lag phenomenon.

In Chapter 5, a fully coupled model expressing the magnetostriction phenomenon
occurring inside the patch is constructed. In order to improve the lack of linear
equations, the nonlinear properties of materials are obtained and the magnetostriction
equations are improved. The nonlinear property values for the HiperCo 50A used
here are obtained by approximate expressions through experiments. The improved
magnetostriction equations are transformed into equivalent circuit equations using
electrical circuit elements, and a circuit model of the magnetostrictive patch
transducer can be built on this basis. Finally, applying the structural impedance
obtained in Chapter 4, a fully coupled model considering both the entire specimen
and the transducer can be built.
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In Chapter 6, experimental verification of the previously constructed model so far
and quantification is carried out. The field variables obtained from the model
according to both actuation and sensing are compared with those obtained from the
experiment. The correspondence of the field variables verifies the quantification of
the transducer through the proposed model. Also, in order to know the robustness of
the model according to various variables, the database is constructed by changing
the structural variables such as the material of specimen or size of the patch and the
static magnetic field which greatly affects the magnetostriction phenomenon.

In Chapter 7, the conclusion remarks for this research will be presented.
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CHAPTER 2.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Magnetostriction

The magnetostriction phenomenon, which is the basis of the magnetostrictive patch
transducer, is described in detail. And it is a chapter about the dispersion
phenomenon of guided wave in the specimen which is mainly aimed at the transducer
and the properties of magnetostrictive materials that exhibit this phenomenon are
discussed.

First, magnetostriction is a phenomenon that occurs due to the coupling between
magnetic field and mechanical deformation, which is a characteristic of
ferromagnetic materials. Properties such as the nonlinearity of the magnetostrictive
material itself that exhibit this phenomenon will be described in accordance with the
transducer operating basis. Magnetostrictive transducers generate and measure
elastic waves mainly in waveguides such as plates and pipes. These media have
properties that change wave characteristics (mode, speed, etc.) according to
frequency and material properties. Therefore, the wave-dispersion phenomena of
guided waves will be explained in order to provide an overall understanding of the
use of transducers.
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2.1.1 Overview of magnetostriction phenomenon

The magnetostriction phenomenon is a phenomenon that occurs in a ferromagnetic
body, and refers to a phenomenon in which mechanical deformation occurs when a
magnetic field is applied from the outside. In 1842, James Joule discovered the
phenomenon when experimenting with iron and called the Joule effect [27], which
increases in size when a magnetic field is applied.

The ferromagnetic body is basically in a stable state that balances the internal
magnetism to be the same. When a magnetic field is applied to the ferromagnetic
material, the internal structure starts to be rearranged by the movement and rotation
according to the direction of the magnetic field. In the case of the ferromagnetic
material, since the internal structure has a magnetocrystalline anisotropy, a change
in the volume of the film is caused (Figure. 2.1).

Since magnetostriction phenomenon has a second order relation between input and
output as in figure. 2.2, if the direction of the external magnetic field is changed, the
direction of deformation does not change and the reverse phenomenon does not occur.
In other words, even if force is applied from the outside, the magnetic state does not
change. However, this means that the reverse phenomenon does not occur in the
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initial state in which the material has no magnetic field or electric field at all. If an
external force is exerted in a state where an appropriate magnetic field is applied
from the outside, the magnetic state changes.

In addition to the magnetostriction phenomena found by Joule, there are several ways
to explain magnetostriction according to some conditions and the direction of the
phenomenon. When externally applied force is applied to the magnetic field of the
bias, there is a phenomenon that the magnetic state of the target material changes
and is called the Villari effect [28] after the discoverer Villari. The Matteucci effect
[29] is a phenomenon in which the magnetic state changes in a helical direction when
a torque is applied, and the Wiedemann effect [30] is a phenomenon in which a
torsional deformation occurs when a magnetic field is applied in a helical direction.

2.1.2 Nonlinear properties of magnetostrictive material

It is nonlinearity that makes the biggest difficulty in using magnetostriction
phenomenon in transducers. In the case of using a magnetostrictive transducer, a
certain condition can be solved to some extent by designing only the linear
characteristic. However, in addition to nonlinearity, Hysteresis is a difficult factor in
quantifying the performance of a transducer.
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Hysteresis, as shown in figure 2.3, is the state of the system changes according to the
progress of the system, which causes the transducer to have different values of
generations / measurements by the process in the same situation. Generally, when
the propulsion is weak, it is not a big problem, but when the performance of the
transducer is maximized and the propulsion is desired to be strong, this effect will
appear. In addition to magnetostrictive materials, piezoelectric materials also exhibit
such hysteresis phenomenon, and studies are underway to interpret them [31].
However, this chapter only explains the information of the hysteresis required from
using the magnetostrictive transducer and the basic method to overcome it.

When the ferromagnetic body is magnetized in one direction, the magnetized
characteristics do not completely disappear even if the magnetic field applied for
magnetization is removed. In order to completely eliminate this magnetized property,
it is necessary to apply a magnetic field in the opposite direction. If the changing
magnetic field is applied to the ferromagnetic material, the magnetization moves
along the Hysteresis curve, which is related to the presence of the magnetic domain
of the ferromagnetic material. If the magnetic field is rearranged, additional energy
is needed to reverse it. This characteristic is called a "magnetic memory" of a
ferromagnetic body, and a material permanently memorizing the magnetization
added by such memory is referred to as "permanent magnet".

The magnetization component that can not be returned due to the rearrangement is
11

restored by itself when it is left in a natural state for a long time, which is the most
classical method for preventing the hysteresis of the transducer. In order to reduce
the time, the magnetization of the material is made zero by using a demagnetizer.
The way to reduce hysteresis without this additional work is to use a material that is
less impacted because the hysteresis curve itself is narrow. Tefenol-D, Galfenol, and
HiperCo, which are alloys used mainly in transducers, are different from iron, which
is a general ferromagnetic material, and are used with influence of strong
magnetostriction characteristic and relatively negligible small Hysteresis curve.

There are many ways, but that does not mean that Hysteresis will disappear
completely. Therefore, by suggesting a reasonable quantitative model for hysteresis,
studies have been carried out to consider the effect of hysteresis. Typically, there are
Preisach model [32] and Domain wall model [33], both of which are based on Jiles
and Atherton's magnetic theory [34]. If these two models were the study of the
hysteresis of the material itself, there are also studies to reduce the effect of the
hysteresis, considering the overall devices and systems in addition to the material
[31].

The magnetostrictive Hysteresis curve changes with the preload applied to the
material (Figure 2.5). If external forces are applied, the magnetic properties will also
change as they affect the movement and rotation of the internal structure of the
material. Generally, when the force is applied, the saturation strain of the
12

magnetostriction curve increases [31]. However, it is possible to improve the
performance of the magnetostrictive material by applying a moderate intensity force
because the saturation strain is reduced again from a certain moment when the force
is applied too much. In addition, since the slope and hysteresis of the
magnetostriction curve are changed, it is useful to consider the change of the
magnetostriction curve according to the preload so that the hysteresis is narrowly
formed even in a small magnetic field.

2.2 Guided waves in a hollow cylinder

Because the magnetostrictive patch transducers are supposed to be used in
waveguides, the understanding of their underlying wave physics, such as dispersion
relations, is crucial to choose appropriate types of magnetostrictive patch transducers.
Accordingly, this subsection discusses the dispersion relations in a hollow cylinders
(pipes).

2.2.1 Wave equation in a hollow cylinder

Let's start with the elasticity theory, which shows total wave propagation, before
considering the cylinder. Thick plate and lamb wave are considered for easy
understanding of the equation of elasticity theory. As the first kind of guided waves,
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the Lamb waves in elastic plate of thickness can be considered. Specifically, the
guided Lamb waves propagating along the x axis in a plate of thickness 2h is
considered. The plate is assumed to be infinitely long in the y direction, satisfying
the plane strain condition. The top and bottom surfaces (at z  h ) are tractionfree. The Lamb waves can be a wave mode resulting from the coupling between the
longitudinal wave (which is usually referred to as the P wave) and vertical-horizontal
wave (which is usually referred to as the SV wave) that propagate in an infinite
medium. The coupling inevitably occurs in order to satisfy the traction-free boundary
condition. Because the thickness in the z direction is finite, the Lamb wave forms
standing wave forms in the z

direction while it generates propagating or

evanescent waves in the x direction. Depending on the symmetry of wave motion
about the z  0 plane, the Lamb wave can be grouped into the symmetric modes
denoted by S0, S1, S2,

and the antisymmetric modes denoted by A0, A1, A2,

. Here, S0 and A0 are the lowest mode and thus n in S n and A n denotes the
( n  1)th mode.

If the elastodynamic equation is written for an elastic medium having two Lamé
constants (  and  )

and density (  ) as

2u  (   )  u  
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 2u
.
t 2

(2.1)

the displacement vector u can be expressed in term of a scalar potential  and a
vector potential A through the Helmholtz decomposition as

u      A

(2.2)

A  f .

(2.3)

where equation (2.3) is the gage condition. Typically, f is chosen to be zero (for
the dispersion analysis for a plate) but one can show that as long as f satisfies the
following condition

 2
1 
 
 f 0.
(cT ) 2 


(2.4)

where cL and cT are called the speeds of the longitudinal and shear waves,
respectively, in an elastic medium composing the plate. They can be explicitly
written as

cL 


  2
, cT 
.
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(2.5)

The general gage condition with nonzero f will be used later for the dispersion
analysis of hollow cylinders.

2.2.2 Torsional mode in a hollow cylinder

This time, we consider longitudinal waves propagating along the z axis in a hollow
cylinder shown in figure 2.6. The cylinder is traction-free on its inner and outer radii
as

 rr   rz   r  0 at r  rin and r  rout .

(2.6)

To find the dispersion relation for longitudinal waves in a hollow cylinder, the
following form of displacement field may be assumed [35]

ur  U r (r ) cos(n )ei ( kz t ) ,

u  U (r ) sin(n )ei ( kz t ) ,

(2.7)

uz  U z (r ) cos(n )ei ( kz t  /2) .

where ur , u and uz are the radial, circumferential and axial displacement
components and n is the Fourier number in the circumferential direction
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( n  0,1, 2,

). Because the cylinder forms a complete annular cross section, the

Fourier harmonics in the  direction. One can also consider an alternative set of
the Fourier harmonics by replacing cos n and sin n in equation (2.7) by

sin n and cos n , respectively but the same dispersion relation should be
obtained except n  0 . For n  0 , the field behaving as ur , uz ~ cos(0 ) and

u  0 denotes the longitudinal wave by and the filed behaving u

cos(0 ) , the

torsional wave. The waves associated with n  0 will be denoted by the flexural
waves. It is common practice to denote the follow symbols to denote different wave
types as

Longitudinal wave: L(0, m)
Torsional wave: T (0, m)

(2.8)

Flexural wave: F (n, m)

where m  1, 2,

denotes the mode number.

Using the Helmholtz resolution in equation (2.2), the potential function  and A
must satisfy

2 

1  2
,
cL t 2
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(2.9)

1 2A
,
 A
cT t 2
2

(2.10)

with

  er




,
 e
 ez
r
r 
z

A  Ar er  A e  Az e z

(2.11)
(2.12)

where e r , e , and e z are the unit base vectors in the r ,  and z directions,
respectively. If the potential functions of the following forms are inserted into
equations (2.9) and (2.10),

  (r ) cos(n )ei ( kz t ) ,
Ar   r (r ) sin(n )ei ( kz t  /2) ,
(2.13)

A   (r ) cos(n )ei ( kz t  /2) ,
Az   z (r ) sin(n )ei ( kz t ) .

The governing equations for  ( r ) ,  r (r ) ,  (r ) , and  z (r ) are obtained as
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 d2
 n2

1
d


 1    0 ,


2
2

 d  r   r d  r    r 

(2.14)

 d2
 n2

1
d
 1   z  0 ,




2
2
    r   r d   r     r 
 

(2.15)

 2
 (n  1)2  
1
d
 1   (  r   )  0 ,




2
2
 d   r   r d   r     r 
 

(2.16)

 d2
 (n  1)2  
1
d
 1   (  r   )  0 ,



2
2
 d   r   r d   r     r 
 

(2.17)

where



2
cL 2

 k2 ,  

2
cT 2

 k2 .

(2.18)

The general solutions to equations (2.9) – (2.10) can be as follows,

  AZ n (1r )  BWn (1r ) ,
z

G3  A3 Z n ( 1r )  B3Wn ( 1r ) ,

 r  
2

G1  A1Z n 1 ( 1r )  BW
1 n 1 ( 1r ) ,

 r  
2

G2  A2 Z n 1 ( 1r )  B2Wn 1 ( 1r ) .
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(2.19)

In equation (2.14), the symbol Z denotes the Bessel function ( J ) and modified
Bessel function ( I ) of the first kind and the symbol W , the Bessel function ( Y )
and modified Bessel function ( K ) of the second kind. Depending on the range of

 , different functions should be taken. Table 1 summarizes the functions to be used
depending on the range of

 . Among the Bessel functions shown in table 1, J

and Y are oscillatory while I and K are non-oscillatory.

Equations (2.13) show that 4 potential functions are used to represent three
displacement field ur

u and uz . To eliminate redundancy, one may choose

require that G2  0 , which still satisfies the gage condition (2.4). Accordingly,

A   Ar  G1 . Substituting this result yields,

Ur 

 n
  z  kr ,
r r

 z
n
,
U     k  r 
r
r

U z  k  

(2.20)

 r

 (n  1) r .
r
r

Calculating the stress from equation (2.20) and imposing the traction-free boundary
condition which is equation (2.6), the following equation must hold for a nontrivial
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solution.

Since the equation for the displacement field is obtained, 6 characteristic equations
can be obtained by substituting this into the boundary condition of equation (2.6) as
in the case of the plate. The following equations can be obtained through the
determinant consisting of A , B , A1 , B1 , A3 and B3 .

cij  0 , (i, j  1, 2,3, 4,5, 6) .

(2.21)

In order to obtain an exact matrix, all 36 elements need to be known. However, if the
axisymmetric mode is considered only, the  direction is independent and n  0
is satisfying, so equation (2.21) is separated into subdeterminants as.

D1  D2  0 ,
c11 c12
c
c
D1  31 32
c41 c42
c61 c62

c14
c34
c44
c64

c23

c26

c53

c56

D2 

(2.22)

c15
c35
,
c45
c65
.

(2.23)

(2.24)

Thus, matrix elements in equations (2.22) - (2.24) can be summarized as,
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c11  2n(n 1)  ( 2  k 2 ) 2  Zn (1a)  2
1 1aZn 1 (1a) ,
c12  2k 1a2 Zn  1a   2ka(n  1)Zn1 (1a) ,
c14   2n(n  1)    2  k 2  a 2  Wn 1a   21aWn 1 1a  ,

c15  22k 1a2Wn  1a   2(n  1)kaWn1  1a  ,

c23   2n(n 1)   2a2  Zn  1a   22 1aZn1  1a  ,
c26   2n(n 1)   2a2  Wn  1a   21aWn1  1a  ,

c31  2nk1Zn 1a   21k1a2 Zn1 1a  ,
c32  n1aZn  1a     2  k 2  a2 Zn1  1a  ,
c34  2nkaWn 1a   2k1a2Wn1 1a  ,
c35  2n1aWn  1a     2  k 2  a2Wn1  1a  ,

c41  2n(n 1)  ( 2  k 2 ) 2  Zn (1b)  2
1 1bZn1 (1b) ,
c42  2k 1b2 Zn  1b   2kb(n  1)Zn1 (1b) ,
c44   2n(n  1)    2  k 2  b 2  Wn 1b   21bWn 1 1b  ,

c45  22k 1b2Wn  1b   2(n  1)kbWn1  1b  ,
c53   2n(n 1)   2b2  Zn  1b   22 1bZn1  1b  ,
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(2.25)

c56   2n(n 1)   2b2  Wn  1b   21bWn1  1b  ,

c61  2nk1Zn 1b   21k1b2 Zn1 1b  ,
c62  n1bZn  1b     2  k 2  b2 Zn1  1b  ,
c64  2nkbWn 1b   2k1b Wn1 1b ,
2

(2.25)
cont'd

c65  2n1bWn  1b     2  k 2  b2Wn1  1b  .

In case of  , the value should be selected according to the condition which is
written in table 2.

In the case of equation (2.23), it is independent of  and has only components ur
and u z , so it corresponds to the longitudinal wave, and thus can be called the
dispersion equation of the longitudinal wave. However, equation (2.24) corresponds
to a torsional wave because only u component exists and can also be referred to
as a dispersion equation of a torsional wave.

In the developed equations, these dispersion equations can also be solved
numerically, and the numerical dispersion of the dispersion curves is shown in figure
2.8 and 2.9 respectively.
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2.3 Circumferential Shear-Horizontal (SH) mode in a hollow
cylinder

In hollow cylinders, we first consider the circumferential waves that propagate along
the circumferential direction in a hollow cylinder. In this case, it is certainly
convenient to use the cylindrical coordinates

 r , , z  .

To find the dispersion relation for the circumferential waves, one may assume the
following displacement field,

ur  ur (r , ) , u  u (r , ) , uz  0 .

(2.26)

where ur and u denote the radial and circumferential displacement components.
To impose the traction-free conditions at its inner and outer radii such that

 rr   r  0 at r  rin and r  rout ,

(2.27)

we need to express the stress components in terms of the displacement by using
linear constitutive relations as
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ur ur 1 u
 
r r 
 r

 rr   

ur ur 1 u
 
r r 
 r

    

ur

,
  2
r



 ur 1 u
  2  

 r r 

u u 1 ur 
 

r r  
 r

 r   

(2.28)

,



(2.29)

(2.30)

To facilitate the derivation of the dispersion relation, two potentials  and  as
in the Lamb wave case can be introduced:

ur 
u 

 1 

r r 
(2.31)

1  

r r r

Substituting equation (2.27) into equation (2.1) yields the governing equations for

 and  :


 2 1  1 2 
 2 0
 2
 2
2 
cL
r r r  
 r
2

(2.32)



1  1  
  2  0
 2
 2
2 
cT
r r r  
 r
2

2

2

The general time-harmonic solutions to equation (2.32) can be put into the following
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form as,

out t )

  (r )ei ( k r

(2.33)
i ( k rout t )

  (r )e

In equation (2.33), it is assumed that the wave propagates along the circumferential
direction as eik rout where k is the angular wavenumber and rout is introduced to
make the dimension of the angular wavenumber be 1/length. Substituting equation
(2.33) into equation (2.32) yields ordinary differential equations for  and 
such that

2
 2 1      k rout 2 



  0,
r 2 r r  cL   r  

(2.34)

  1      k rout  



   0.
r 2 r r  cT   r  
2

2

2

The general solutions to equation (2.34) can be expressed as

 r 
 r 
(r )  A1 J k rout    A2Yk rout   ,
 cL 
 cL 
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(2.35)

 r 
 r 
 (r )  B1 J k rout 
 B2Yk rout 

.
 cT 
 cT 

where J M ( z ) and YM ( z) are the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds,
respectively and M denotes the order of the Bessel function. The symbols A1 ,

A2 , B1 and B2 are unknown constants. If equation (2.33) is substituted into
equation (2.28) and (2.30) through equation (2.31), one can find the following
expressions for  and  can be obtained:

out

 eik r

 2 2  2

 r
 (  2  2)r
2

2
r
r
r



(  2  2)k 2 rout 2   2ik rout (r
 ) ,
r


 rr (r , ) 

(2.36)

e

ik rout

 2 

r
r

2
r
r
r

.

2
2
k rout   2ik rout (r
 )
r

 r (r ,  ) 

2

2

where  is defined as   cL / cT . Substituting equation (2.35) into equation (2.36)
and imposing the boundary conditions ,which is equation (2.26) yields 4
homogeneous equations for 4 unknowns A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 . Nontrivial
solutions to these equations are possible if the determinant of the system matrix Dij
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( i, j  1, 2,3, 4 ) of the linear homogeneous equation is set to be zero:

Det Dij  0 .

(2.37)

Each term of Dij is given as [31].


 
 
D11   J M  2    J M  2    2(  2  1) J M




    2
    ,
 

D12  i  J M 2 ( )  J M 2 ( ) ,

 
 
D13  YM  2    YM  2    2(  2  1)YM




    2
    ,
 

D14  i YM 2    YM 2   ,

 
  
D21  i  J M  2    J M  2     2 ,

  


D22    J M 2 ( )  J M 2 ( ) ,

 
  
D23  i YM  2    YM  2     2 ,

  


D24   YM 2    YM 2   ,
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(2.38)


 
D31   J M  2 




 
  J M 2  




    2 2
2
  2(   1) J M       ,

 

D32  i  J M 2    J M 2    2 ,

 
D33  YM  2 




 
  YM  2  




    2 2
2
  2(   1)YM       ,

 

D34  i YM 2    YM 2    2 ,

 
D41  i  J M  2 




    2 2
  J M 2      ,

 

D42    J M 2    J M 2    2 ,

 
D43  i YM  2 



(2.38)
cont’d


    2 2
  YM  2       ,

 

D44   YM 2    YM 2    2 .

where  

h
cT (1   )

, M 

k h
r
, h  rout  rin , and   in .
rout
1 

The dispersion relation is plotted in figure 2.10 for a 2mm-thick aluminum plate
while the behaviors of the phase and group velocities as a function of frequency are
shown in figure 2.11.
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Table 2.1 Selected Bessel functions depending on the range of
Range of





Functions

cL k  

J ( r ), Y ( r ), J ( r ), Y   r 

cT k    cL k

I (1r ), K (1r ), J ( r), Y   r 

  cT k

I (1r ), K (1r ), I (1 r), K  1r 
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Table 2.2  value selection criterion according to the range of each frequency
Interval

Values

cL k  

1  1 , 2  1

cT k    cL k

1  1 , 2  1

  cT k

1  1 , 2  1
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Fig. 2.1 The inside of a ferromagnetic body rearranged by a magnetic field.
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Fig. 2.2 Nonlinear magnetostriction curve of a magnetostrictive material

(HiperCo 50A).
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Fig. 2.3 magnetization curve of a magnetostrictive material (pure nickel) with

a hysteresis property [24]. The red line denotes experimental results and black
line denotes simulation results.
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Fig. 2.4 magnetostriction curve of a magnetostrictive material (pure nickel) with

a hysteresis property [24]. The red line denotes experimental results and black
line denotes simulation results.
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Fig. 2.5 A plate of thickness 2h . It is assumed to be infinitely long in the y

direction.
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Fig. 2.6 Coordinates for an infinitely long hollow circular cylinder.
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Fig. 2.7 The geometry of a hollow cylinder with inner and outer radii, rin and

rout .
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Fig. 2.8 Dispersion curve (Relation between frequency and wave number) for

torsional waves in a hollow aluminum cylinder with an outer diameter of 25 mm
and a thickness of 2 mm.
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Fig. 2.9 Dispersion curve (Relation between group velocity and frequency) for

torsional waves in a hollow aluminum cylinder with an outer diameter of 25 mm
and a thickness of 2 mm.
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Fig. 2.10 Dispersion curve (Relation between frequency and wave number)

for circumferential SH waves in a hollow aluminum cylinder with a different
outer diameters 12 mm and 25 mm which have same thickness of 2 mm.
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Fig. 2.11 Dispersion curve (Relation between group velocity and frequency)

for circumferential SH waves in a hollow aluminum cylinder with a different
outer diameters 12 mm and 25 mm which have same thickness of 2 mm.
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CHAPTER 3.
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE PATCH TRANSDUCER
FOR TORSIONAL ELASTIC WAVES
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there were efforts to express the magnetostriction
phenomenon in various ways. The simplest of all models is the linear equation and
the magnetostriction equation is also linearly expressed through several assumptions.

In this chapter, we introduce the linear equations for these magnetostriction
phenomenon. Numerous studies [36-42] have used this equations, and although
some conditions are required, they quite well represent the tendency of
magnetostriction phenomenon. Although accurate physical quantities can not be
obtained, it is possible to analyze trends, so we try to optimize some design
parameters of magnetostrictive patch transducers through the corresponding
equations. Furthermore, we will make relative comparisons with previously
validated strain gages with optimized magnetostrictive patch transducers. Although
the approach through linear equations allows a trend comparable to frequency or
intensity only, the results will show the potential for quantification of
magnetostrictive patch transducers.

In addition, the magnetostrictive patch transducer used in this study is described in
detail before the magnetostriction equations.
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3.1 Configuration of the magnetostrictive patch transducer

In this section, the fundamentals of the proposed magnetostrictive patch
transducer will be presented. Then a finite element model of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer that is installed on a solid shaft will be
developed and used for a series of numerical studies. Based on the studies,
the optimal number and size of patches will be determined for the proposed
magnetostrictive patch transducer.

Figure. 3.2 schematically shows the configuration of the proposed
magnetostrictive patch transducer installed on a solid shaft. Magnetostrictive
patches are segmented and they are tightly bonded onto the shaft surface
along the circumference. The cross sectional view of the magnetostrictive
patch transducer can be found in figure 3.3. Here, the number of patches ( N P )
is temporarily chosen to be 6. In the space between the two adjacent patches,
permanent magnets are placed to magnetize the patches. In the
magnetostrictive patch transducer configuration in figure 3.2, the magnets
provide a bias static magnetic field in the patches along the circumferential
direction. A solenoid coil is wound around the system of patches and magnets
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to detect the radial dynamic magnetic field induced by torsional vibrations of
the shaft. (The detection mechanism will be explained later). Because there is
no physical contact between the coil and the magnets, the magnetostrictive
patch transducer’s can be used to measure torsional vibrations of a rotating
shaft without direct wiring.

3.2 Simplified

analysis

of

magnetoelastic

effect

using

magnetostriction equation

In this section, the fundamentals of the proposed magnetostrictive patch
transducer will be presented. Then a finite element model of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer that is installed on a solid shaft will be
developed and used for a series of numerical studies. Based on the studies,
the optimal number and size of patches will be determined for the proposed
magnetostrictive patch transducer.

3.2.1 Linear magnetostriction equation

The magnetostriction phenomenon can be interpreted formally through the
magnetostriction constitutive equations. In general, the magnetostrictive constitutive
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equations are nonlinear and can be expressed as [31].

Where

  f ( , H)

(3.1)

B  g ( , H)

(3.2)

 and  are the strain and stress tensor, respectively, and B and H

are the magnetic flux density and the magnetic field tensor, respectively. Equation
(3.1) expresses the strain change due to the magnetic field, that is, the Joule effect
described above, and equation (3.2) means the Villari effect, which is the inverse of
the Joule effect.

The major reason that equations (3.1) and (3.2) have nonlinearity is that the
magnetostriction phenomenon has hysteresis. Although the degree of hysteresis is
different for each material and various studies have been carried out to define it, it is
common to denote the magnetostriction phenomenon by ignoring the influence of
hysteresis through several assumptions. Hysteresis will be discussed later.

Magnetostrictive phenomenon exhibit similar behavior to piezoelectric phenomenon,
and macroscopically, they can be seen as the difference between magnetic and
electrical elements. Therefore, the constitutive equation for the magnetostrictive
phenomenon can be approximated to the constitutive equation in the piezoelectric
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phenomenon.

  E  dT H

(3.3)

B  d   H

(3.4)

In equations (3.3) and (3.4), E represents the elastic compliance matrix (6x6), and

d and  represent the magneto-mechanical coupling matrix (6x3) and the
magnetic permeability matrix (3x3), respectively. Equation (3.3) and (3.4) come
from the linear constitutive equation of piezoelectric phenomenon and are
satisfactory when the magnetostriction phenomenon is linear. The magnitude of the
static magnetic field H must be very large compared to the dynamic magnetic field

H applied for the magnetostriction phenomenon to be linear ( H
case, it oscillates about the

H ). In this

H region around the H section in the

magnetostriction curve, which is a partly linear position in the nonlinear
magnetostriction curve. In the case of a transducer, the linear characteristic is very
important, and the transducer using the magnetostriction phenomenon is mainly
designed to have a linear characteristic as described above.

If the dynamic magnetic field is smaller than that of the static magnetic field as in
the above assumption, the strain can be divided into the strain  due to the static
field and the strain  due to the dynamic field. This applies equally to stress
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and magnetic flux density B .

H = H+H

   

(3.5)

First, the magnetostriction by the static magnetic field can be expressed as follows.

(3.6)

B  d   H

(3.7)

Considering the above-mentioned linear assumption, assuming that the material is
elastically isotropic, th   E  d T H e change of the magnetization direction strain
due to the magnetostriction phenomenon is proportional to the product of the applied
field magnitude and the magnetization direction component of the magnetomechanical coupling matrix d . If the magnetization direction component is d11
when satisfying continuity ( 1   2   3  0 ) and volume conservation, the
magneto-mechanical coupling matrix can be defined as
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 d11

 1 d
 2 11

d   1 d
11
 2
 0

 0
 0


1
 d11
2
d11
1
 d11
2
0
0
0

1 
 d11 
2

1 
 d11
2 

d11 

0 

0 
0 

(3.8)

However, as mentioned above, the change due to the static magnetic field is affected
by the non-linearity of the magnetostriction phenomenon due to the large variation.
Therefore, the effectiveness of the linear equations (3.6) and (3.7) is generally low.
The constitutive equations of the dynamic magnetic field can be expressed as follows,

  E  dT H

(3.9)

B  d   H

(3.10)

Generally, in order to establish a linear equation, a static magnetic field and a
dynamic magnetic field exist at the same time and H

H must be satisfied. In

dynamic, the composition of the magneto-mechanical coupling matrix is different
from that of static, and when the magnetization direction is x1 direction in
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x1, x2 , x3

coordinate, it can be expressed as [43],

 d11
 1
  d11
 2
 1
d    d11
 2
 0

 0
 0

0
0
0
0
0
d35

0

0


0

0 

d35 
0 

(3.11)

Unlike static, the magneto-mechanical coupling matrix is different because the
isotropic material influenced by the dynamic magnetic field shows anisotropic
behavior due to the applied static magnetic field. Equation (3.11) implies that the
material is transverse isotropic and the isotropic surface is perpendicular to the
magnetization axis. The d matrix is represented by two terms, d11 and d 35 ,
which express different physical phenomena. One of them, d11 represents a normal
strain component due to a dynamic magnetic field generated in the direction of
magnetization by a static magnetic field.

  
d11   1 
 H1  H1
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(3.12)

This means the instantaneous slope at the position corresponding to the static
magnetic field H1 in the magnetostriction curve. In this case, the direction of the
static and dynamic magnetic fields is parallel, and the intensity of the whole
magnetic field changes in the same direction. As a result, d11 represents the
modulation of the intensity of the bias magnetic field.

On the other hand, the case where the static magnetic field and the dynamic magnetic
field are perpendicular can be considered. When the premise H

H is the same,

H  H  H is the same as the whole, but the direction is slightly inclined. In other
words, d 35 represents the dynamic change in the bias magnetic field direction, and
Ogi and Hirao [44] define d 35 as the total magnetostrictive strain

 by adapting

the coordinate transformation in the oblique direction.

d35 

3
H1

(3.13)

And this is proportional to the mean slope in the static magnetic field applied in the
magnetostriction curve.

As shown in figure. 3.1, when the magnetostriction curve is measured, all the
magneto-mechanical coupling coefficients can be calculated. This means that the
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magnetostrictive properties of materials used in the design of magnetostrictive
transducers are important, and the performance of the transducers can be greatly
changed by the applied static magnetic field.

3.2.2 Effect of static magnetic field on the performance of
magnetostrictive patch transducer

To explain the measurement principle of magnetostrictive patch transducer the
Villari effect [28] is considered in terms of a linear magnetostrictive equation as
follows [43]:

B   H  dP

(3.14)

where B and H are the induced magnetic flux density and the magnetic field,
respectively. In the magnetostrictive patch transducer case, H is regarded as an
applied static (time-independent) bias magnetic field to the patch. The symbol



denotes the mechanical stress and  and d P represent the permeability under
constant stress and the shear component of the piezomagnetic coefficient of the
patches, respectively. The value of d P , which depends on H , critically affects the
sensing performance of the magnetostrictive patch transducer. Therefore, N P
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should be optimized to provide optimal H to the patches.

Because the patches are bonded onto the surface of a shaft, shaft vibrations develop
torsional shear stress in the patches. By the inversed Wiedemann effect [30], the
dynamic shear stress developed in the patches under the circumferentially biased
magnetic field induces the dynamic magnetic field along the axial direction. The
inverse Wiedemann effect may be viewed as a special case of the Villari effect. The
solenoid encircling the patches can detect the radial magnetic induction, which is
finally measured as an electromotive force VMTVS (t ) according to the well-known
Faraday-Lenz [45] law as

VMTVS (t )   N




 N
  N  BdA
t
t
t A

(3.15)

where  is the magnetic flux encircled by a single line coil and N is the number
of turns. The symbols  and t denote the total magnetic flux and time,
respectively, while B and A , the magnetic flux by the induction and the crosssectional area of all the patches, respectively. Substituting equation (3.14) into (3.15)
yields the relation between the voltage output VMTVS (t ) and the shear strain  (t )
on the surface of a shaft where the strain distribution in the patches is assumed to be
the same as the stress distribution on the surface of a shaft [46]:
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VMTVS (t )   N


 (t )
d P dA   Nd PG 
dA

t A

t
A

(3.16)

where G denotes the shear modulus. Equation (3.16) shows that the measured
signal by the magnetostrictive patch transducer is proportional to the time derivative
of strain.

Simulation for Selecting the Optimal Number of Patches
For the magnetostrictive patch transducer, N P should carefully be determined
based on numerical simulations for enhancing the sensing efficiency. As reported by
the previous works [47-51], the applied static magnetic field strength highly affects
the value of the shear component of piezomagnetic coefficient ( d P ) which critically
affects the sensitivity of the sensors. This phenomenon occurs due to nonlinearity in
the magnetostriction curve of the magnetostrictive patch material, which relates the
applied magnetic field strength and strain (magnetostriction). In case of the proposed
magnetostrictive patch transducer, the length of each patch segment ( LP ) varies with

N P because the diameter of a shaft is assumed to be fixed and also the size and
strength of magnets are pre-selected. Accordingly, the applied static magnetic
strength along the length of each patch, in turn, the value of
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d P varies with N P .

The procedure to calculate d P for a specific distribution of static magnetic strength
was discussed in [52-56]. As a result of the calculation, the value of d P in equation
3.16 is defined as [43]:

dp  3

where

H

and

 MS

 MS
H

(3.17)

represent applied static magnetic strength and

magnetostriction of the patch material, HiperCo 50A [26], in the present
investigation. Although not explicitly shown here, the nonlinear magnetic properties
of the patches [57] were included in the present analysis.
To determine H and d P , the finite element simulation was performed by using
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3a [58] for the model shown in the left side of figure 3.3.
Table 3.1 shows the specification of the used magnetostrictive patch transducer for
the present simulations. The induced magnetic flux is shown in the right side of
figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 plots the d P distribution along the patch for the different N P
values ( R = 25 mm). d PNorm represent the normalized mean values of d P over the
patch and they are defined as:
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d PNorm 

dP

NP  n

dP

N P 3

(n  1, 2,

,5) .

(3.18)

These values are plotted in the figure 3.5 simulation result. For the case considered
in figure 3.3, the largest d P , equivalently, the highest sensitivity of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer was obtained when N P = 3.

3.3 Relative quantification with qualified strain gauge

As a preliminary study before applying the magnetostrictive patch transducer to
measure vibrations of a rotating propulsion shaft in a ship, experiments were carried
out first with stationary solid shafts. With the experiments, the validity of the
simulation result in figure 3.5 is checked and how accurately torsional modal testing
can be performed with the proposed sensor is also investigated.

3.3.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in figure 3.6. Because the same magnetostrictive
patch transducer configuration can also be used as a transmitter (due to the
Widemann effect) [30]), two magnetostrictive patch transducer’s were used for
experiments, one as an exciter and the other as a sensor. The patches were tightly
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bonded onto the surface of the 3 m long shaft by epoxy resin (DP460, 3M, St. Paul,
MN) and the distance between two magnetostrictive patch transducer was 300 mm.
The specifications of the magnetostrictive patch transducers are listed in Table 1. For
instance, the patch is 50 mm (along the circumferential direction)  25 mm (along
the axial direction). We employed the magnetostrictive patch transducer transmitter
because it can effectively excite pure torsional vibrations of a shaft.

The followings are the detailed procedure of the experiment. The generated
rectangular pulse of 120 μs duration by a function generator (33250A, Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) was sent to a power amplifier (TECHRON 7560,
AE Techron, IN). The input current to the solenoid of the exciter was shown in the
top figure of figure 3.7. The torsional vibration was excited by the magnetostrictive
patch transducer exciter and the sensing magnetostrictive patch transducer measured
torsional vibration as a voltage output through the solenoid. The output signal was
amplified by a preamplifier (SR560, Stanford Research Systems, Sunny-vale, CA)
before recorded by an oscilloscope (WaveRunner 620Zi, LeCroy, Chestnet Ridge,
NY). Because of the free boundaries of the shaft, the reflected signals were
accumulated as shown in the bottom figure of figure 3.7. The peak-to-peak voltage
PP
value is denoted by VMTVS
. The diameter of the coil was 70 mm, which was slightly

larger than that (2R = 50 mm) of the shaft. The coil connecter was specially
fabricated to be directly installed on a shaft. In addition, the PCB circuit in the
connecter was designed for serial connection of the IDC cables considering AC
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PP
current flow. The value of VMTVS
extracted from the measured voltage signals for

PP
Norm
different N P values. The normalized VMTVS
values are defined as VMTVS
and

they can be represented as:

Norm
MTVS

V



PP
VMTVS

NP n

PP
MTVS N 3
P

V

(n  1, 2,

,5) .

(3.19)

These values are compared with the simulation result in figure 3.5 as an experimental
result. It verifies the validity of the simulation results performed in the previous
section. It is clear that both the simulation and experiment results predict the same
finding that the highest sensitivity is obtained if N P = 3 for the shaft of the given
diameter.

3.3.2 Experimental validation

As a means to demonstrate the sensor performance of magnetostrictive patch
transducer’s further, we performed experimental torsional modal testing for the same
shaft used in the previous subsection. In order to minimize the influence of the
patches to the modal testing, the patch was attached to only one position. After the
end of each experiment, the patch and adhesive (epoxy) were removed to restore the
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state of the shaft before experiment. Following the standard modal testing procedure
(by using the same magnetostrictive patch transducer exciter and sensor used above
with the excitation and sensing locations shown in figure. 3.9), the results in Fig. 8
and in table 3.2 are obtained for three shafts of different length ( LS ) and compared
with the theoretical results [59]. The extracted eigenfrequencies from figure 3.8,
summarized in table 2, agree well with the theoretical eigenfrequencies. Figure 3.9
also confirms that the experimentally determined torsional strain eigenmodes by
using magnetostrictive patch transducer are in good agreement with the theoretical
ones.

Because the magnetostrictive patch transducer is aimed to be used as an alternative
sensor to a commonly-used strain gauge system, the measured signals by the
magnetostrictive patch transducer and a strain gauge system need to be compared
quantitatively and qualitatively. To facilitate the comparison, a test system sketched
in figure 3.12 was used. For the test, a shaft (radius = 25 mm) made of AISI 1045,
which is the same material as that of the propulsion shaft of a ship to be tested, was
used. It was excited by a hydraulic exciter (Xcite 1100-6-FT System, Xcite Systems
Corporation, Cincinnati, OH) applied to the end of the moment arm illustrated in
figure 3.12. The other end was fixed. With this excitation scheme, sufficiently large
torsional vibrations which can be sensed by a commercial strain gauge system were
generated. For the experiment, both an magnetostrictive patch transducer and the
strain gauge system mentioned in Introduction and in [60-65] were installed and
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torsional moments were applied by the exciter with a wide range of input voltages
and excitation frequencies.

Figure 3.13 compares the time signals measured by the two sensors and their phases
and FFT results where the input signals were 20 cycles of a sinusoidal wave centered
at 20 Hz. Both results clearly show the sinusoidal behavior but the amplitude and, in
particular, the phases of the two signals are different. The main reason for the
difference is that the strain gauge measures strain directly while the magnetostrictive
patch transducer measures the time derivative of strain, strain rate. To convert
measured strain rate signals by the magnetostrictive patch transducer to strain gauge
signals, we considered the followings. First, the measured voltage signal VSG ,
which is proportional to strain, by the strain gauge may be simply written as

VSG   (t )   ei 2 ft

where f , t and  denote frequency, time and
and  , a calibration constant. The symbol

(3.20)

torsional strain with i  1

 denotes the magnitude of the signal.

On the other hand, from equation (3.14), the voltage by the magnetostrictive patch
transducer ( VMTVS ) can be written as, under the harmonic input in equation (3.20),
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VMTVS  

d

 (t )  (i 2 f ) ei 2 ft
dt


(3.21)

where  is a calibration constant. Comparing equation (3.20) and (3.21), the
following relation is obtained

Mag
Mag
V SG
 cV MTVS
/f

(3.22)

Mag
where V SG
and V Mag
MTVS denote the magnitudes of the measured signals by the

strain gauge and the magnetostrictive patch transducer, respectively. c is a
calibration constant. In equation (3.22), the tilde symbols are used to emphasize that
the calibration is performed. Equation (3.22) shows that if the measured signal by
the magnetostrictive patch transducer is divided by f in the frequency domain, the
strain signal, as measured by the strain gauge system, can be recovered. Figure 3.14(a)
shows the first peak magnitude of the FFT results of the magnetostrictive patch
transducer signals according to varying frequencies. The frequency-adjusted
magnetostrictive patch transducer results by using equation (3.22) are compared in
figure 3.14(b) with those directly measured by the strain gauge. By doing so, the
measured signals by the magnetostrictive patch transducer are shown to be in good
agreement with the strain gauge signals. In addition, the wiggly behavior of the
measured signals is clearly observed for frequencies below about 20 Hz from figure
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3.14(c), which is the detailed plot of the dotted rectangular area in figure 3.14(b).
This is because the used hydraulic excitation system has some instability for
frequencies below about 20 Hz. Nevertheless, the adjusted signal by the
magnetostrictive patch transducer is almost the same with that of the strain gauge in
this frequency range. Based on the results in figure 3.14, accordingly, it can be
concluded that the magnetostrictive patch transducer can also cover wide frequency
range as well including the low frequency range because the strain gauge system is
regarded as a reference system in this study as mentioned in Introduction. This
indicates that as long as the measured signal by the magnetostrictive patch transducer
is frequency-adjusted by equation (3.22), the magnetostrictive patch transducer
accurately predicts strain signals. Therefore, equation (3.22) can be used to find the
strain spectrum from the measured signals by the magnetostrictive patch transducer
when it is used for onsite applications.

Finally, the linearity of the magnetostrictive patch transducer sensor is also checked
by increasing input voltage. The results in figure 3.15 show that as the input voltage
increases linearly, the magnetostrictive patch transducer signal also increases
linearly except at the excitation frequency ( f ) equal to 10 Hz. The slight nonlinear
behavior for 10 Hz is due to the difficulty in low-frequency excitation as mentioned
above. Table 3.3 lists some specifications of the magnetostrictive patch transducer
found from the results in figure 3.15. The signal-to-noise ratio of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer is compared with that of the strain gauge and the
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sensitivity of the magnetostrictive patch transducer is also calculated using the
measured mechanical strain as an input parameter.
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Table 3.1 Material property and geometry of magnetostrictive patch transducer

Material

Dimension

Patch

Hiperco 50HS

50250.15 mm3 (for N P = 3)

Shaft

AISI 4140

Magnets

NdFeB

Φ

50 mm

2533 mm3
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Table 3.2 Comparison between theoretical and experimental natural frequencies of
torsional vibration
1m
Mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

TH

fn

[Hz]
1541
3082
4623
6164
7705
9246

EXP

fn

[Hz]
1552
3039
4623
6175
7738
9268

2m
Error
[%]
0.71
0.36
0.00
0.18
0.43
0.24

TH

EXP

fn

fn

[Hz]
770
1541
2311
3082
3852
4623
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[Hz]
776
1552
2317
3093
3869
4634

3m
Error
[%]
0.78
0.71
0.26
0.36
0.44
0.24

TH

fn

[Hz]
513
1027
1541
2055
2568
3082

[Hz]

Error
[%]

521
1042
1563
2084
2583
3104

1.56
1.46
1.43
1.41
0.58
0.74

EXP

fn

Table 3.3 Specifications of the magnetostrictive patch transducer system

SNR [dB]

f [Hz]

MTVS
10
20
30

20.45
19.10
15.14

22.04
19.28
17.33
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Sensitivity
[V/strain]
Strain gauge
1.56
3.31
4.89

Fig. 3.1 Coupling constants d11 , d 35 calculated by the magnetostriction curve
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Fig. 3.2 Schematic configuration of the proposed torsional magnetostrictive

patch transducer for measuring torsional vibrations in a rotating shaft.
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Fig. 3.3 A cross sectional view of the magnetostrictive patch transdcuer (left
figure) and the magnetic induction in the patch (right figure) for
and

NP = 6

R = 25 mm, calculated by the two-dimensional magnetostatic finite

element model.
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Fig. 3.4 The d P distribution in the patch for varying

N P values. (The

abscissa presents the position in a single patch where 0 represents the patch
center.)
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Fig. 3.5 The normalized mean values of d P in the patch ( d PNorm ) (blue line)
Norm
and the normalized peak-to-peak voltages of the transducer signals ( VMTVS
)

(red line) for varying N P values.
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Fig. 3.6 Experimental setup for torsional vibration transduction in a stationary
solid shaft of R  25 mm. Magnetostrictive patch transducers are used both
for vibration excitation and measurement. IDC cables (64 turns) are used as
the solenoid coils of the transducer.
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Fig. 3.7 The time signals of the input current in the exciting magnetostrictive
patch transducer and the induced voltage by the receiving magnetostrictive
patch transducer.
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Fig. 3.8 Experimentally obtained torsional frequency response functions of
the shafts of different lengths ( LS ) by using the proposed transducer both as
an exciter and a sensor. (The red dotted circles are used to indicate the peaks
corresponding the eigenfrequencies.)
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Fig. 3.9 Comparison of experimentally obtained torsional strain eigenmodes
by using the transducers and the theoretical ones for a shaft of LS =2 m. The
error rates on the node points of each mode are about less 5%.
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Fig. 3.10 The experimental setup used to compare the signals measured by
the MTVS and the strain gauge system with a telemetry unit. The hydraulic
exciting system was used to generate torsional vibrations.
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Fig. 3.11 The measured time signals, phases and their FFT results by (a) the
strain gauge and (b) the magnetostrictive patch transducer installed on a
stationary shaft excited at 20 Hz.
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Fig. 3.12 (a) The amplitudes of the measured signals by the magnetostrictive
patch transducer at different excitation frequencies. (b) The comparison of the
frequency-adjusted signals measured by the magnetostrictive patch
transducer through (9) and the signals measured by the strain gauge. (c) The
detailed plot of the dotted rectangular area in (b).
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Fig. 3.13 The measured signal amplitudes according to varying input voltages
for three different excitation frequencies of 10, 20 and 30 Hz.
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CHAPTER 4.
STRUCTURAL IMPEDANCE MODEL OF
SPECIMEN AND MAGNETOSTRICTIVE PATCH
TRANSDUCER
The magnetostrictive patch transducer can be designed in various structures
according to the specimen structure. For the quantification of magnetostrictive patch
transducers, the structural and physical characteristics of these transducers and
specimens should be considered. The structural characteristics are the dimensions of
the specimen and the patch, and the physical characteristics are the material
properties of the two materials. Ultimately, the model will be constructed and
quantified by an equivalent circuit, so these characteristics will be considered in the
form of impedance so that they can be applied to the circuit.

In addition, the influence of the adhesive layer between the specimen and the patch
will be considered. When the wave propagates from the specimen to the patch and
vice versa, the boundary condition can be simple to calculate in perfect bonding, but
the actual behavior is different because there is an adhesive layer between them.
Considering the change in behavior due to the adhesive layer is called the shear lag
effect, the effective length of the actual patch will be obtained.
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4.1 Structural impedance model

For quantification of a magnetostrictive patch transducer, the configuration of the
specimen where the transducer is installed and the transducer itself must be
considered, as it is impossible to calculate the physical quantity of signal coming
through the actual transducer with the magnetostriction phenomenon alone. The
structural impedance is suitable to consider both the material properties of the
specimen and the configuration of the transducer. As frequency increases, second or
other modes may occur in the transducer. However, in this study, design was
performed considering only the lowest order torsional mode T(0,1).

4.1.1 Structural impedance configuration of specimen and
magnetostrictive patch transducer

Assuming a planar wave propagating through the specimen, the configuration of the
transducer can be treated as a one-dimensional impedance transmission line [45].
Therefore, the structures of the specimen and the transducer described above can be
expressed as a transmission line in figure 4.1. The impedance of the specimen and
the attached patch can be defined as Z s  s vs As , Z m  m vm Am where  , v ,
and A denote density, velocity, and area of the cross-section perpendicular to the
z-axis, respectively.
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If the loss is not taken into consideration in energy conversion, it can be assumed to
be Am  m2 / (ZmB / Am )  As  2s / (Zs / A s ) when an amplitude of the elastic wave is
referred to as  where Z mB  Z m 1  K 2 . K

is the magnetomechanical

coupling coefficient of the magnetostrictive material and the value of K is 0.14 for
HiperCo 50A used in this study [66]. From here, the amplitude ratio due to the
impedance difference between the specimen and the patch can be obtained.

I 3 , 3 , and V3 denote the current flowing through the coil, the rate of magnetic
flux change applied to the magnetostrictive patch over time and the voltage applied
to the coil. F1 and F2 are the forces applied to both ends of the patch, respectively.
The particle velocities at both ends of the transducer are u1 , u2 and U 3 is the
magnetic potential. Since both the structure and the behavior of the patch are
symmetric, we assume that F1 , F2 and u1 , u2 are equal to each other [22]. The
effective impedance of the specimen can be obtained by using the above-mentioned
impedance values.

Z seff  Z mB Z s / ( Z mB  Z s ) .

(4.1)

I 3 and V3 values can be measured experimentally and the relationship can be
expressed as follows
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V3  N3 U 3  NI 3 .

(4.2)

Figure 4.2 shows the structural impedance of a specimen and the magnetostrictive
patch transducer in terms of an equivalent circuit configuration. Z ib is the input
impedance at the center of the circuit and it will be introduced in next section as
follows by transmission line theory [67-69].

4.1.2 Input impedance by transmission line theory

Figure. 4.3 shows a lossless transmission line terminated in a load impedance Z seff .
Assume that an incident wave of the form V0 e j  z is generated at z  0 . The ratio
of voltage to current for such a traveling wave is Z mB . However, when the line is
ended in a load Z seff , the ratio of voltage to current at the load must be Z seff . Thus,
from the perspective of wave propagation, a reflection wave must be excited with
the appropriate amplitude to satisfy this condition. The total voltage and current on
the line can be calculated in equations (4.3) and (4.4).

V ( z )  V0 e j  z  V0 e j  z .
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(4.3)

V0  j z V0 j z
I ( z)  B e
 Be
Zm
Zm

(4.4)

In addition, the total voltage and current at the load are related by the load impedance

Z seff , so load impedance can be expressed as follows at z  0 ,

Z seff 

V (0) V0  V0 B

Zm .
I (0) V0  V0

(4.5)

Z seff  Z mB 
V0 .
Z seff  Z mB

(4.6)

Solving for V0 ,

V0 

The amplitude of the reflected voltage wave normalized to the amplitude of the
incident voltage wave is  which is treated as the voltage reflection coefficient,
generally.



V0 Z seff  Z mB
.

V0 Z seff  Z mB

(4.7)

Using equation (4.7), the total voltage and current on the line can be obtained as,
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V ( z )  V0 (e j z  e j z ) .

(4.8)

V0  j z
(e
 e j z )
Z mB

(4.9)

I ( z) 

The voltage and current on the line consist of a super-position of an incident and a
reflected wave. Intuitively, only when   0 is there no reflected wave and to
obtain this condition, the load impedance Z seff must be equal to Z mB .

The reflection coefficient  was defined as the ratio of the reflected to the incident
voltage wave amplitudes at the load impedance, but this quantity can be generalized
to any point l along the line as follows. From equation (4.3), with z  l , the ratio
of the reflected component to the incident component is,

(l ) 

V0 e j l
 (0)e2 j l .
V0 e j l

(4.10)

The real power flow on the line is a constant because a lossless line is assumed.
However, the voltage amplitude, at least for a mismatched line, is oscillatory with
position on the line. Therefore, the input impedance which means parallel impedance
at the center of the transmission line when looking toward the load on the back face
of the transducer is,
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V (l ) V0 (e j l  e j l ) B 1  e2 j l B
Zib 

Zm 
Zm .
I (l ) V0 (e j l  e j l )
1  e2 j l

(4.11)

A more usable form may be obtained by using equation (4.7),

Z ib  Z mB
 Z mB

( Z seff  Z mB )e j  l  ( Z seff  Z mB )e  j  l
( Z seff  Z mB )e j  l  ( Z seff  Z mB )e  j  l
Z seff cos(  l )  jZ mB sin(  l )
Z mB cos(  l )  jZ seff sin(  l )

.

(4.12)

Z seff  jZ mB tan(  l )
Z
Z mB  jZ seff tan(  l )
B
m

In here, if    / 20   l is used, finally the input impedance is obtained by
transmission line theory as follows,

Zib  Z mB

Z seff  jZ mB tan 
.
Z mB  jZ seff tan 

(4.13)

Therefore, it is possible to express the structural impedance of the specimen and the
patch due to the impedances thus obtained. The configuration similar to the actual
experiment can be realized by considering the structure of the specimen and the patch
with the impedance values of various equipment (These values are shown in table
4.1)
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4.2 Effective patch width by the shear lag phenomenon

In the previous section, the model is designed assuming that the specimen and the
patch are in perfect bonding. However, they are not perfectly coupled due to the
adhesive bonding layer. This phenomenon is called the shear lag effect [70-76] and
when the width of the actual patch is lm , the effective patch width lmeff involved in
actual bonding can be calculated.

The typical configuration of the system is shown in figure 4.3. The patch has length

l and thickness hm while the bonding layer has a thickness ha . The specimen has
depth hs and width ws . Let  m be the axial stress in the patch and

 be the

interfacial shear stress. Let um be the displacement at the interface between the
patch and the bonding layer, and ua be the corresponding displacement at the
interface between the bonding layer and the specimen.

Considering static equilibrium of the differential element of the patch in the x
direction, as shown in figure 4.3.



 m
hm .
x
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(4.14)

The bending moment is given by,

M   m wm hm (0.5hs  ha  0.5hm ) .

Using Euler-Bernoulli’s beam theory and assuming hm  2ha

(4.15)

hs , equation (4.15)

can be,

 3 m wm hm 
0,
w
h
s s



s  

(4.16)

where  s denotes the bending stress on the specimen. Differentiating with respect
to x , equation (4.16) can be written as,

 s  3wm

x  ws hs


  0 ,


(4.17)

The stress terms in equations (4.14), (4.16) can be replaced in stain terms as follows,

 2 s  Ga s

x 2  Em ha hm
 3w G  
 2 s
   m a s 
2
x
 Es ws hs hm 
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 ,


(    m  s  1 ),

(4.18)

(4.19)

where Ga is the shear modulus of the bonding layer, Em and Es are Young’s
modulus of elasticity of the patch and the specimen. Subtracting equation (4.18) from
equation (4.19), the following equation can be obtained.

 2
 H 2  0 ,
2
x

(4.20)

 Ga
3Ga wm 
H2  

,
 Em ha hm Es ws hs hm 

(4.21)

where

The parameter H is called the shear lag parameter. The general solution of
equation (4.20) is,

  A cosh Hx  B sinh Hx ,

(4.22)

Applying boundary condition, equation (4.22) can be transformed as,

 

cosh Hx
,
cosh Hl
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(4.23)

In order to quantify the effect of shear lag, effective length leff can be computed as
defined by Sirohi and Chopra [77];

leff  

x l

x 0

m
 tanh(Hl ) 
dx  1 
l ,
s
Hl 


(4.24)

The obtained value of the effective patch width lmeff is used in the structural
impedance model instead of the width of the actual patch.

The influence of the adhesive bonding layer causes the peak frequency of the
actual transducer to move finely, which is shown in the figure 4.4. The fact
that it is similar to the actual experimental value due to the frequency shift
has been confirmed in the relevant study [71], and the result is also close to
the actual experimental value in this study.
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Table 4.1 List of frequency-specific equipment used in the experiments for verifying
the proposed model.
Equipment
Function
generator
Power amp
Pre-amp
Oscilloscope

Low freq.
range
33220A
(Agilent)
B&K2718
(B&K)
SR560
(SRS)
Waverunner
520i
(Lecroy)

Impedance

High freq. range

Impedance

50 

33220A
(Agilent)
AG1017
(AD)
SR560
(SRS)
Waverunner
520i
(Lecroy)

50 

15 kΩ
100 MΩ
+25 pF
50 
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50 
100 MΩ
+25 pF
50 

Fig. 4.1 Cross section of the specimen and the magnetostrictive patch transducer.
the structural impedance configuration of these is shown in the blue box.
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Fig. 4.2 Equivalent circuit model representing the structural impedance of the
specimen and the magnetostrictive patch transducer.
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Fig. 4.3 Deformation profile of the patch, the specimen and the adhesive layer.
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Fig. 4.4 Model results according to shear lag effect.
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CHAPTER 5.
FULLY COUPLED CIRCUIT MODEL FOR
MAGNETOSTRICTION IN
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE PATCH TRANSDUCER
The linear equations for the magnetostriction phenomenon were examined. As
mentioned in chapter 3, linear equations [78-80] are difficult to obtain accurate
physical quantities and only tendencies of magnetostriction phenomenon can be
obtained. In order to quantify the transducers, which are the object of this study, we
try to construct a model in which both mechanical and magnetic variables are fully
coupled and consider a nonlinearity of the phenomenon resulting from the material
properties of magnetostrictive material.

Before the model, we first introduce fully coupled magnetostriction equations which
are improved from linear magnetostriction equations. The nonlinear properties of the
material are considered in this equation, and these properties of the magnetostrictive
material are obtained through experiments and expressed in an approximate
expression.

These equations, obtained from a mechanical equation, will be transformed into a
circuit equation [81-85] for application to an equivalent circuit. Finally, an equivalent
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circuit representing the magnetostriction phenomenon in the magnetostrictive patch
using these equations will be obtained, and the system for the transducer as a whole
will be modeled.

5.1 Fully coupled magnetostriction equation

5.1.1 Approximate expressions for nonlinear properties of
magnetostrictive material (HiperCo 50A)

In the case of magnetostrictive materials, as mentioned in chapter 2, the mutual
conversion of mechanical energy and electromagnetic energy occurs in the material.
The curve showing the relationship between the magnetic field and the physical field
is called the magnetostriction curve. Therefore, the experiment as shown in figure
5.1 is constructed to directly obtain the magnetostriction curve of this material.

The two coils are used as a coil for applying a static magnetic field and a coil for
obtaining a magnetic flux density generated inside, respectively. In the case of
magnetostrictive materials, when a static magnetic field is applied, deformation is
caused by the static magnetic field. In order to obtain this strain, laser measurement
equipment (OFV-5000, OFV-551, Polytec, Waldbronn) is used. The gauss meter
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inside the coil measures the internal magnetic field, and through this experiment, the
magnetization of the material can be obtained as follows

Vcoil   N


,
t

(5.1)

  B S ,

(5.2)

M  B  0 H ,

(5.3)

Vcoil is the voltage applied to the coil to apply the static magnetic field and the
magnetic flux density  in the pick-up coil can be obtained based on this voltage.
The magnetic induction B inside the pick-up coil can be obtained from equation
(5.2) and as the magnetic field H , the measured value of gauss meter is used. The
experimental method is also used in various study [68, 71]. As a result, the
magnetization M

of the magnetostrictive material can be obtained through

equation (5.3) and the result is the same as figure 5.2. In the same experimental setup,
the strain according to the magnetic field measured by laser measurement equipment
is the same as figure 5.3. The approximate formula from the experimental data is as
follows [71]

M ( , H )   ( z )  M s  tanh( z ) 2 ,
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(5.4)

f ( )   (   0 ) ,
z

(5.5)

H
H
,

f ( )  (   0 )

(5.6)

M s is the saturation magnetization value and  0 is the residual stress value in the
material. The HiperCo 50A used in this study was subjected to annealing, and
residual stress was removed. M s ,

 and  are model parameters which can be

obtained numerically from figure 5.2 and have values of 1.63, 0.0135 and 0.82,
respectively.

5.1.2 Improvement

of

magnetostriction

equation

with

consideration of nonlinear properties

Magnetic field H and stress

 are chosen to be the state variables, while strain

   ( , H ) and magnetic induction B  B( , H) are the state functions.
Consider a process ( H (t ) ,  (t ) ) in a time interval t  [0, T ] . The work W (t1 , t2 )
done by the magnetic and mechanical forces in an arbitrary interval [t1 , t2 ]  [0, T ]
is given by the integral,
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t2

W (t1 , t2 )   ( (t ) (t )  B(t ) H (t )) d t

(5.7)

t1

The process is said to be reversible if there exists another state function, which means
free energy,

F  F ( , H )

such that the work W (t1 , t2 )

is completely

transformed into an energy increase with no energy losses, that is;

W (t1 , t2 )  F ( (t2 ), H (t2 ))  F ( (t1 ), H (t1 ))

(5.8)

If losses are present, part of the work is dissipated into heat. In isothermal processes,
the dissipation

D(t1 , t2 )  W (t1 , t2 )  ( F ( (t2 ), H (t2 ))  F ( (t1 ), H (t1 )))

(5.9)

is non-negative, in agreement with the second principle of thermodynamics [86-88].

In general, losses make the process irreversible. In differential form, the energy
balance relations for reversible processes read;

 (t ) (t )  B(t ) H (t ) 
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d
F ( (t ), H (t ))
dt

(5.10)

and for irreversible processes;

 (t ) (t )  B(t ) H (t ) 

d
F ( (t ), H (t ))
dt

(5.11)

A constitutive law    ( , H ) , B  B( , H) is said to be thermodynamically
admissible, if equation (5.11) holds for every process ( (t ), H (t )) .

In this study, the loss is basically ignored. First, since the transducer itself does not
utilize a large energy, the heat is not generated much. Also, the material having
almost no hysteresis is used to optimize the transducer configuration so as to avoid
an irreversible reaction, that is, loss.

Therefore, when only the reversible reaction is considered, equation (5.10) can be
written by the chain rule as,





B
B
F
F
 
H H
 H
H

H

H

H

H

(5.12)

Since equation (5.12) has to hold for every process, it can be transformed as,
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B F

B F
H

, 
H


 
H
H H

(5.13)

Introducing the Gibbs energy,

G( , H )  F ( , H )   ( , H )  HB( , H ) ,

(5.14)

Rewrite equation (5.13) in the form,

 

G
G
, B
.
H


(5.15)

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a Gibbs energy satisfying
equation (5.15) is the potentiality condition,

B 
.

 H

(5.16)

Consider first the linear magnetostriction equation which is mentioned at chapter 3,

1
  dH ,
.
E
*
B  H  d  ,
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(5.17)

where E is the elasticity modulus, and  is the magnetic permeability. Equation
(5.16) is compatible with equation (5.17) if and only if d  d * . In this case, the
Gibbs energy is quadratic in the form

G

1 2  2
  H  d H .
2E
2

(5.18)

Prior to analysing the magnetostrictive characteristics of the material, it is necessary
to know the material property data like magnetostriction curves. The experimental
process to obtain the non-linear magnetic properties of HiperCo 50A used in this
study are discussed in previous subsection. In the case of HiperCo 50A, deformation
by the magnetostriction is large and hysteresis for the magnetic field is relatively
small such as Galfenol or Tefenol-D, which is widely used as magnetostrictive alloy
material. Therefore, the effect of hysteresis can be neglected. Considering that the
magnetostriction phenomenon is the mutual conversion between mechanical energy
and electromagnetic energy, the following Gibbs free energy approach can be used
[89,90].

G

1 2  2
  H  f ( ) ( z ) ,
2E
2
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(5.19)

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, 0 is the permeability at
vacuum, f ( ) ,  ( z ) and u ( , H ) are functions determined by the material
properties. The first two terms in the right side of equation (5.19) are pure elastic and
magnetic contributions, respectively. The third term refers to the contribution of
coupling between the deformation and the magnetic field in the magnetostrictive
material. Based on equation (5.19), the equations for strain and magnetic field are as
follows




B

G



E


E

H

 f ( )   ( z )  f ( )   ( z ) 

z
,


(5.20)

 f ( )  [ z   ( z )   ( z )]

G
H



  H  f ( )   ( z ) 

z
.
H

(5.21)

  H   ( z )

Using the approximate values obtained from the experiment in previous subsection,
equation (5.20) and (5.21) can be rearranged as follows



G



H



 tanh( z )  
.
   z   M s  tanh 2 ( z )    z 
 
E
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(5.22)

B

G
  H  M s tanh 2 ( z ) .
H 

(5.23)

Equations (5.22) and (5.23) is the fully coupled analysis result of the phenomenon
itself, taking into account the non-linear properties of the magnetostrictive material
obtained experimentally. This will be applied to the equivalent circuit design for the
magnetostriction phenomenon later.

5.2 Circuit model

of torsional

magnetostrictive patch

transducer

Once the structural model of the specimen and the magnetostrictive patch have been
constructed, we will now try to design the model of the magnetostriction
phenomenon that occurs inside the patch. In order to express the magnetostriction
phenomenon, mechanical, magnetic, and electrical characteristics should be
considered separately. Since it deals with the phenomenon occurring in the patch
itself, it works independently of the structure of the transducer and the influence on
the structure is considered as the previous impedance model.

5.2.1 Circuit equations converted from the mechanical
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equations

Once the structural model of the specimen and the magnetostrictive patch have been
constructed, we will now try to design the model of the magnetostriction
phenomenon that occurs inside the patch. In order to express the magnetostriction
phenomenon, mechanical, magnetic, and electrical characteristics should be
considered separately. To represent equation (5.16) more appropriately for the model,
the following modification is performed.

x

F1



 lm  g ( F1 , H m ) ,

(5.23)

m  0 H m Am  Am  m( F1 , H m ) .

where   EAm / lm , and this means mechanical stiffness. m , H m are magnetic
flux

and

magnetic

field

in

the

patch,

respectively

and

g ( F1 , H m )   f ( )  [z  ( z)   ( z)] , m( F1 , H m )   ( z ) . In the second
equation of equation (9), the first term of the right side, 0 H m Am , can be expressed
as m  lm / 0 Am where m is the reluctance value of the linear contribution of
the magnetostrictive material. Therefore, the non-linear contribution by the
magnetostriction model and the linear contribution due to the property of the patch
itself are as follows
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F1   x  lm  g ( F1 , H m ) ,
H mlm  mm  m Am  m( F1 , H m ) .

(5.24)

In the first equation of equation (5.24), the mechanical variables can be replaced by
the electrical equivalent variables which are F1 (t )  V1 and x(t )  I1 . These are
applied to equation (5.24) and it can be rearranged as,

V1    I1dt  lm  g (V1 , H m ) ,
t

H mlm  mm  m Am  m(V1 , H m ) .

(5.25)

The second equation in equation (5.25) represents the magnetic component, which
can also be expressed as a magnetic voltage H mlm  Vm by magnetic circuit theory
[91, 92]. The reluctance m is the resistance Rm in the electrical circuit and the
flux m in m can be denoted by I m .

V1    I1dt  lm  g (V1 ,
t

Vm
),
lm

V
Vm  Rm I m  Rm Am  m(V1 , m ) .
lm
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(5.26)

Though equation (5.26) consists of equivalent elements of the electric circuit, the
first equation expresses the mechanical component and the second equation
expresses the magnetic component. Therefore, if it is realized by the equivalent
circuit as shown in figure 5.4, it can be seen that the mechanical and magnetic parts
are expressed by each equation, respectively.

To explain equation (5.26) in terms of an equivalent circuit, the first equation is about
the equation that expresses the voltage source by the series capacitance

C  1/   lm / EAm and the voltage source representing a non-linear mechanical
behavior of the magnetostrictive material. In the case of the second equation, the
equation expresses the voltage across the series resistance Rm , which implies linear
reluctance, and the non-linear voltage implying non-linear reluctance.

To check the electrical energy conversion, Faraday’s law reads

V2 (t )  

d
 m (t ) ,
dt

(5.27)

where m (t )  N2m and this means flux linkage in the pick-up coil. When a
current flow into the coil, this current affects the total magnetic flux flowing in the
magnetostrictive patch. Thus, the voltage source corresponding to N 2 I 2 is added
in figure 5.4. Finally, the circuit such as figure 5.5 can be constructed considering
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the electric part which represents the electric transfer energy by the coil. The circuit
shown in figure 5.5 is a model for the magnetostrictive patch and the coil. If the
permanent magnets for the static magnetic field in magnetostrictive patch transducer
is considered, a new circuit can be constructed by adding new lumped elements
based on the model.

5.2.2 Equivalent

circuit

model

based

on

torsional

magnetostrictive patch transducer

In this study, the target transducer has the same structure as figure 5.6 and the circuit
is newly constructed as figure 5.7 in consideration of the permanent magnets located
on both sides besides the patch. Since the influence of the external static magnetic
field always coupled when the magnetostrictive material deforms, the
magnetostrictive phenomenon and the magnet should be formed as an integrated port
in order to have both excitation and measurement process directions. In the case of

Rleak , it represents the value for leakage flux [93] and can be calculated as
Rleak  ls / s Ss (  s is permeability of HiperCo 50A [26]). Vmag , Rmag are
elements for expressing an additional static magnetic field by the permanent magnet.
The overall equation for the circuit is as follows
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V1    I1dt  lm .g (V1 ,

Vm
)  I mag Rmag  Vmag  N 2 I 2 ,
lm

Vm  Rm I m  Rm Am  m(V1 ,

Vm
)  V1  N 2 I 2
lm

I1  I leak  I mag ,

.

(5.28)

Vmag  I leak Rleak  I mag Rmag ,
d
( N 2  I 2 ),
dt
 Rcoil I 2  V2 .

V2  
Vout

Therefore, the magnetostrictive patch, the permanent magnet and the electric circuit
for the solenoid coil are represented, and the non-linear property of the
magnetostrictive material is also implied in the model described in figure 5.7.
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Fig. 5.1 Experimental configuration for HiperCo 50A magnetostriction analysis.
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Fig. 5.2 Graphs of magnetic properties of HiperCo 50A. Experimentally obtained

M  H curve.
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Fig. 5.3 Graphs of magnetic properties of HiperCo 50A. Experimentally obtained

  H curve and reference data.
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Fig. 5.4 Fundamental equivalent circuit model for magnetostriction. Basic
model of the magnetostriction phenomenon
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Fig. 5.5 Fundamental equivalent circuit model for magnetostriction. The
model with additional coil parts for electric transfer energy.
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Fig. 5.6 The configuration of the magnetostrictive patch transducer used in
this study.
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Fig. 5.7 Equivalent circuit model for non-linear magnetostriction
phenomenon considering solenoid coils for dynamic magnetic field and
magnet for the static magnetic field.
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CHAPTER 6.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION FOR
QUALIFICATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTIVE
PATCH TRANSDUCER WITH FULLY COUPLED
CIRCUIT MODEL
In this chapter, the contents of verification by quantitatively comparing with the
value obtained from the actual experiment with the model described above will be
included. The final quantities to be obtained through the model are strain in
excitation case, and voltage in measurement case. In the case of the strain, the strain
gauge will be used to obtain the experimental value and the voltage will be obtained
from the oscilloscope measured value.

In order to verify the versatility of the model, various design variables are changed
and a comparison between the model value and the experimental value are performed.
Since the structure and material properties of the specimen and the transducer were
considered through the structural impedance model, the dimensions of the patch and
the material of the specimen will be varied. The static magnetic field, which has the
greatest influence on the performance of the magnetostrictive patch transducer, will
also be changed to change the strength of the permanent magnet used to verify that
the model follows the behavior of the actual transducer.
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6.1 Experimental setup

To verify the validity of the model, we compared the values obtained from the model
and experiments. The configurations used in the experiments are shown in figure 6.1.
For an excitation performance, vibration or ultrasonic wave generated by the
magnetostrictive patch transducer was measured with a strain gauge at a distance of
300 mm in order to minimize the effect of damping. Especially, in the vibration
region, since the wave do not propagate and form a mode distribution, the distance
between the transducers is irrelevant even if the wavelength is long. At a low
frequency (vibration) region, the vibration is generated by the input signal which has
a 20-cycles sine waveform and at a high frequency (ultrasonic) region, a Gabor
waveform [94] having a relatively short wavelength is used as an input signal to
minimize an influence of the reflected wave. In the model, a signal generated by the
function generator obtained from an oscilloscope was used as an input source. For a
measurement performance, the same waveforms as those of the case of excitation
were used and the magnetostrictive patch transducer and the strain gauge at the same
distance from the shaker exciting the specimen received signals. The signal obtained
from the strain gauge was calibrated to strain and used for the model as an input
signal to the magnetostrictive patch transducer. Since the equipment used in the
experiments varies according to the frequency range, the signals were compared in
two regions, low-frequency range (vibration) and high-frequency range (ultrasonic
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wave). The low-frequency range is 20 to 55 Hz and the high-frequency range is 50
to 150 kHz. In the case of the high-frequency range, the range is set around the 1st
peak frequency, and it is actually the frequency at which the transducer is used. Table
3.1 shows the impedance values of the equipment used in each experiment.

6.2 Comparison of field variables from the circuit model and
those of the experimental results

The physical quantities of the final outputs differ depending on the excitation and
the measurement. In the case of the excitation, the strain value generated in the
specimen caused by a deformation of the magnetostrictive patch is regarded as the
final output. On the other hand, in case of measurement, a voltage value generated
in the patch caused by the deformation from the specimen is regarded as the final
output. The result of these two final outputs is obtained according to the frequencies,
and these compared with the experimental data are shown in figure 6.2 and 6.3. Here,
the strain in y-axis refers to the strain generated in the specimen and the voltage in
y-axis refers to the voltage output from the oscilloscope.

Figure 6.2 shows the model values and the experimental values according to the
frequencies of excitation and measurement at low-frequency range, respectively.
Figure 6.4 shows the time signal corresponding to 50 Hz in the previous results. The
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reconstructed signal based on the model has a waveform and an amplitude similar to
the time signal obtained from the actual strain gauge and the magnetostrictive patch
transducer. In the case of excitation, the maximum error rate is about 13.3 % at 46
Hz and in the case of measurement, the maximum error rate is about 10 % at 50 Hz.
This result confirms that the model implements the experimental data well.

Figure 6.3 and 6.5 shows the result at the high-frequency range described above, and
the frequency range includes a peak frequency of 60 kHz, which corresponds to the
first mode resonance frequency of the patch having the width of 25 mm. It can be
seen that the tendency according to the frequency agrees well with the experimental
results in both excitation and measurement. The maximum error rate in the case of
excitation is about 12.1 % at 50 kHz and the maximum error rate in the case of
measurement is about 9.8 % at 50 kHz. In the proposed model, since structural
physical quantities of the patch such as the width are considered, a relatively large
error rate occurs due to the influence of the first mode resonance of the patch.
Although the influence is negligible outside the resonance frequency range, the error
is relatively large in the vicinity of the resonance frequency due to a sudden change
of the signal amplitude depending on the patch width.
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6.3 Database on measurement performance based on various
variables

In this section, various design variables are changed and a comparison between the
model value and the experimental value are performed in order to verify the
versatility of the model. In chapter 4, structural impedance model is constructed
considering the structure and physical properties of specimen and transducer.
Therefore, in order to verify this, we first changed the material properties of the
specimen, ie, from steel to aluminum, and the width of the patch that affects the
intensity and peak frequency of the transducer also changed.

The static magnetic field, which has the greatest influence on the performance of the
magnetostrictive patch transducer, will also be changed to change the strength of the
permanent magnet used to verify that the model follows the behavior of the actual
transducer. Here, the dimension of the magnet is not changed because only the static
field is considered in the variable.

6.3.1 Changes in measurement performance due to the
structural variables
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When a magnetostrictive patch transducer is used as a sensor to measure a signal, a
database of various parameters in the model should be built and it is verified to
increase the reliability of the model. Using equipment according to a frequency range,
the strain values quantified through the model and the experiments are measured.
The constructed database based on the distance L (magnitude) and a frequency of
the strain values is shown in figures 6.6 and 6.7. The error rates between the model
and the experimental result are shown to be approximately 10 % and this result
confirms that the model has shown robust performance as these error rates have been
derived even without changing the correction values in both the low-frequency range
and the high-frequency range.

In addition to a magnitude of the strain and a frequency, structural parameters are
changed to examine the responses to the specimen expressed as structural impedance
and the structure variables of the patch. For the specimen, the material properties are
changed from steel to aluminum. In case of the patch, further experimental and
modeling analysis are performed for the patch widths of 10 mm and 15 mm, which
are factors affecting the resonance frequency. The result of the change in aluminum
properties is shown in figures 6.8 and 6.9. It confirms that the model well follows
the variation of the measurement signal amplitude in the experiment caused by the
change of the material properties. Furthermore, when the width of the patch is 10
mm or 15 mm, the resonance frequencies of the first mode are 150 kHz or 100 kHz,
respectively. As shown in figures 6.10 and 6.11, the model results are well aligned
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with the experimental results. It verifies that the proposed model coordinates well
with the behavior of the actual transducer for structural variables.

6.3.2 Influence of static magnetic field by the permanent
magnet

To examine the influence of the magnets, which are part of the model, we used the
magnets of different intensities and examined the measured outputs of the model and
the experiment. Generally, the static field applied to the transducer is used to measure
the most suitable intensity experimentally, but in this experiment, the tendency is
analyzed to see the influence. The signal amplitudes around the resonance frequency
where the output of the transducer is strongest are compared to see the proper
variation because the performance of the transducer is considerably sensitive to the
intensity of the applied static magnetic field. If a static magnetic field of sufficient
intensity is not applied in the weak frequency region, the amplitude of the signal will
be too small. Figure 12 shows the result of changing the intensity of a magnetic field
on a surface of the magnet to 0.1 T, 0.2 T, and 0.3 T in the same dimension. Since
the magnetic properties within the material are not linear, the amplitudes of the
signals also tend to be non-linear. The model and the experimental result have an
error rate up to 10.9 %, and it appears that the difference is caused by the
approximation process of the material property curve obtained experimentally, as
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shown in figure 6.12. The model follows quite well the trends in the magnetic
properties of magnetostrictive material, which means that the suitable intensity of
the magnet can be easily selected by the model simulation to enhance the
performance of the transducer.
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Fig. 6.1 Experimental configuration for comparison between the model and
the actual magnetostrictive patch transducer. For excitation performance, the
signal generated from the magnetostrictive patch transducer is converted to
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a strain value through the strain gauge. For measurement performance, the
signal from the shaker is measured simultaneously with the magnetostrictive
patch transducer and the strain gauge to perform a quantitative comparison.
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Fig. 6.2 Comparison of excitation performance in low-frequency range (20
~ 55 Hz). The top graph shows the peak to peak values (red dots) of the
measured signals and the value obtained from the model simulation (blue
solid line) according to the frequencies, and the graph at the bottom
compares the time signals at 50 Hz.
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Fig. 6.3 Comparison of measurement performance in low-frequency range
(20 ~ 55 Hz). The top graph shows the peak to peak values (red dots) of the
measured signals and the value obtained from the model simulation (blue
solid line) according to the frequencies, and the graph at the bottom compares
the time signals at 50 Hz.
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Fig. 6.4 Comparison of excitation performance in high-frequency range (50
~ 150 kHz). The top graph shows the peak to peak values (red dots) of the
measured signals and the value obtained from the model simulation (blue
solid line) according to the frequencies, and the graph at the bottom
compares the time signals at 60 kHz.
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Fig. 6.5 Comparison of measurement performance in high-frequency range
(50 ~ 150 kHz). The top graph shows the peak to peak values (red dots) of the
measured signals and the value obtained from the model simulation (blue
solid line) according to the frequencies, and the graph at the bottom compares
the time signals at 60 kHz.
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Fig. 6.6 Results for measured voltage values with distance from a shaker and
frequency of a magnetostrictive patch transducer using a 25 mm wide patch
attached to a steel solid shaft. (left) Low-frequency range measurement experiment,
(right) low-frequency range model simulation.
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Fig. 6.7 Results for measured voltage values with distance from a shaker and
frequency of a magnetostrictive patch transducer using a 25 mm wide patch
attached to a steel solid shaft. (left) High-frequency range measurement
experiment, (right) high-frequency range model simulation.
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Fig. 6.8 Results for measured voltage values with distance from a shaker and
frequency of a magnetostrictive patch transducer using a 25 mm wide patch attached
to an aluminum solid shaft. (left) Low-frequency range measurement experiment,
(right) low-frequency range model simulation.
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Fig. 6.9 Results for measured voltage values with distance from a shaker and
frequency of a magnetostrictive patch transducer using a 25 mm wide patch attached
to an aluminum solid shaft. (left) High-frequency range measurement experiment,
(right) high-frequency range model simulation.
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Fig. 6.10 Measurement results of the magnetostrictive patch transducer with 10 mm
and 15 mm patch widths at low frequency range.
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Fig. 6.11 Measurement results of the magnetostrictive patch transducer with 10 mm
and 15mm patch widths and the first mode resonant frequency (black solid line) of
patches at high frequency range.
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Fig. 6.12 Comparison of signal amplitude results from the model (solid line) and the
experiment (dash-dotted line) according to the intensity of the permanent magnet.
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CHAPTER 7.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the aforementioned research, we could verify the reversible and quantified
performance about both excitation and measurement of the magnetostrictive patch
transducer through the improved model.

Before that, the linear equations for these magnetostriction phenomenon were
introduced. And attempts to optimize some design parameters of magnetostrictive
patch transducers through the corresponding equations were conducted. Furthermore,
relative comparisons with previously validated strain gages with optimized
magnetostrictive patch transducers were also done. Although the approach through
linear equations allows a trend comparable to frequency or intensity only, the results
show the potential for quantification of magnetostrictive patch transducers.

The fully coupled model is constructed considering the impedance of the specimen
and the equipment very similar to the actual experiment configuration. In the case of
the magnetostriction phenomenon model, the reversible response has been checked
to be able to use in both excitation and measurement. By comparing the
magnetostrictive patch transducer and the already quantified strain gauge, we could
verify the performance of the proposed model, and the results of the proposed model
show reasonable accuracy with the response value obtained by the experiments with
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the error rates around 10 %.

On the other hand, during quantification, the electromagnetic characteristics such as
hysteresis that are judged not to have a significant effect on the performance are
omitted by the assumption. Furthermore, although the maximum error rate is
measured to be approximately 10 %, in order to substitute the existing transducers
used in the actual industrial field, the error rate should be reduced to within 10 % for
absolute quantification. Therefore, for the model to have a higher level of perfection
precision, these parts should be improved and will be complemented by further
studies.

As mentioned above, we have dealt with the torsional magnetostrictive patch
transducers used in cylindrical specimens. However, the proposed model can be
applied to various types of magnetostrictive patch transducers as it has considered a
structure of a specimen and that of a transducer. This verified model will facilitate
the theoretical simulation for the experimental design using the magnetostrictive
patch transducer and the quantification through the model is expected to be the
solution in the industrial field where the magnetostrictive patch transducer’s
advantages can be maximized.
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APPENDIX A.
MAGNETIC INTERFERENCES IN ULTRASONIC
MAGNETOSTRICTIVE PATCH TRANSDUCERS
A.1 Overview

Magnetostriction is a phenomenon operated by coupling between magnetic and
elastic fields. A transducer that can generate and measure ultrasonic waves using
magnetostriction

is

called

a

magnetostrictive

transducer

[95].

Because

96magnetostrictive transducers are cost-effective and have simple structures, they
have been widely used in non-destructive testing (NDT) [96-98] and structural health
monitoring (SHM) applications [99, 100]. For generating and measuring ultrasonic
waves, a magnetostrictive transducer uses magnetic fields. Thus, interferences
among the magnetic fields generated by each transducer are unavoidable when
multiple magnetostrictive transducers are used in close proximity. Similar issues
exist in piezoelectric and electromagnetic acoustic transducers; some studies on the
mutual interferences among these transducers have therefore been reported [101,
102]. However, mutual interferences among magnetostrictive transducers have not
yet been researched. Because the mutual interferences cause difficulty in obtaining
the desired data in experiments, research to minimize the effects of the interferences
needs to be carried out. In this paper, omni-directional Lamb waves magnetostrictive
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patch transducers (OL-MPTs) that can generate Lamb waves omni-directionally in a
plate are used for investigating the mutual interferences among magnetostrictive
transducers.

A.2 Analysis of the dynamic magnetic interference in a
receiver

When an alternating current is sent into a circular coil in a transmitter, the dynamic
magnetic field produced around the coil in the transmitter induces an electromotive
force to a coil in a receiver. To investigate how much a cross-talk signal is affected
by the value of LTR due to the electromotive force, we performed a set of
experiments on a paramagnetic aluminum plate and also on a non-ferromagnetic
acryl plate.

As illustrated in figure 2(a), two OL-MPTs were used as a transmitter and a receiver
respectively, on a 1 mm thick aluminum plate. A printed circuit board (PCB) based
OL-MPT was fabricated for the experiments and the photo of it is shown in figure
5(a). A circular nickel patch of 20 mm in diameter and 0.15 mm in thickness was
used as a magnetostrictive patch and coupled by a shear couplant onto the plate. The
permanent NdFeB magnet of 6 mm diameter and 3 mm height was located on the
patch. The circular coil of 25 turns has an outer radius Rout of 10 mm which is the
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same as the radius of the patch and an inner radius Rin of 6.5 mm.

From equation (1) and D = 20 mm, the wavelength  is obtained as 13.3 mm.
Considering the wavelength-frequency relation, this wavelength corresponds to the
frequency of 400 kHz for a 1 mm thick aluminum plate. Thus, a Gabor pulse (see,
e.g. [94]) centered at 400 kHz, shown in figure 6, was generated by a function
generator (33250A, Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, Ca), amplified by a
power amplifier (AG1017L, T&C Power Conversion, Rochester, NY), and
transferred to the transmitter. The Gabor pulse, the modulated Gaussian pulse, is used
because it has the best energy concentration both in time and in frequency. The
signals measured by the receiver were then amplified by a pre-amplifier (SR560,
Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) and saved by an oscilloscope
(WaveRunner 620Zi, LeCroy, Chestnut Ridge, NY).

Varying the value of LTR from 40 mm to 150 mm at intervals of 10 mm, the peak
to peak voltages ( V p  p ) of cross-talk signals were obtained and are denoted as the
blue diamonds in figure 5(c). The result shows that the magnitude of a cross-talk
signal decreases rapidly as LTR increases. On an acryl plate, the same experiments
were conducted and V p  p of cross-talk signals were obtained. At LTR = 40 mm,
the V p  p of the cross-talk signal in the acryl plate is 11.6 V, which is about 7.3 times
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larger than the value in the aluminum plate. The difference in the cross-talk signals
in acryl and aluminum plates under the same input pulse is due to the induced eddy
current in aluminum, a conductive material. In case of the aluminum plate, the
dynamic field induces an eddy current in it which in turn generates a magnetic field
that opposes the incident the magnetic field. Consequently, the net magnetic field is
decreased in the aluminum plate. Therefore, the cross-talk signal in the aluminum
plate becomes smaller than that in the acryl plate.

In the previous experimental results, the magnitude of the cross-talk signal decreases
as LTR is increased. If possible, therefore, the magnitude of the cross-talk signal
can be reduced efficiently by placing an appropriate distance between the transmitter
and the receiver in an experimental setup. A semi-analytic analysis was thus
conducted to qualitatively calculate the magnitude of a cross-talk signal by LTR .
Assuming that a test plate is non-ferromagnetic, a magnetic flux in the z -direction
( Bz ) generated by the receiver, when a current is sent to a circular coil in the
transmitter, is given by [24]:

Bz  

Rout

Rin



0 IR 2 
4 LTR 3

0 I ( Rout 3  Rin 3 )
3R 2 
1

dR


( R

2 
12 LTR 3
 LTR 

LTR ) (A.1)

Here, 0 denotes the air permeability, I denotes the current transmitted to a coil,
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and R refers to the radius of a coil.

Because the current I is the only time-varying variable in equation (A.1), an
induced electromotive force applied to a coil in a receiver can be derived from
Faraday’s Law [45] and written as:

vcoil  

 Rout
 I
Bz R 2 dR 
( R

t Rin
LTR 3 t

LTR ) ,

(A.2)

where   0 ( Rout 3  Rin 3 )2 36 . Thus, an induced electromotive force (the
magnitude of a cross-talk signal) is inversely proportional to ( LTR )3 . To compare
the experimental and the semi-analytical results, the fitted curve expressed as

y  c / x3 ( c is a constant) is plotted in figure A.2. Although a paramagnetic plate
absorbs a dynamic magnetic field in experiments, the measured cross-talk signals
correspond well with equation (A.2).

While a cross-talk signal can be reduced by placing an appropriate distance between
the transmitter and the receiver, this distance needs to be close if a specimen has a
small area of inspection. In this case, we can consider the use of an electromagnetic
shielding by placing a piece of thin aluminum foil on a circular coil in an OL-MPT
to decrease the cross-talk; an eddy current induced in the aluminum foil by the
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dynamic field of the transmitter helps decrease the net magnetic field applied to the
receiver coil. The red circles in figure A.2(c) denote the magnitude of cross-talk
signals measured by OL-MPTs with aluminum foil (the photo of which is also
inserted in figure A.2(b)); we can observe here that the magnitude of the cross-talk
signal decreases by a maximum of 81% at LTR = 40 mm. Also, the magnitude of
the cross-talk signal is still inversely proportional to ( LTR )3 even though with
aluminum foil.

A.3 Analysis of the static magnetic interference between
adjacent transmitters

When multiple transmitters are used in close proximity, static magnetic fields
generated by magnets of adjacent transmitters interfere with the transmitter that
generates Lamb waves, and the resulting interference affects the generated waves by
the transmitter. To investigate the effect of the interference, an external magnet and
a patch were located near the transmitter as shown in figure A.1(b). The experiment
was then set up in order to measure the magnitude of Lamb waves depending on the
center-to-center distance LTT and the angle  between the transmitter and the
external magnet. The permanent NdFeB magnet (0.4 Tesla) with 6 mm in diameter
and 10 mm in height which is larger than the magnet used in the transducer was
utilized to increase the effect of the static magnetic interference for more pronounced
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results.
Varying the values of LTT from 25 mm to 35 mm at intervals of 5 mm and the
values of  from 0 ˚ to 180 ˚ at intervals of 10 ˚, the magnitudes of Lamb waves
were measured and normalized by the magnitude of Lamb waves measured without
the external magnet. The results are shown in figure A.4(a). According to the
radiation pattern at LTT = 25 mm, the normalized magnitude is less than 1 at ranges
of 0 ˚ ~ 50 ˚ while the normalized magnitude is larger than 1 at ranges of 60 ˚ ~ 90 ˚.
Also, the radiation patterns converge to 1 as LTT increases. This is because the
effect of the static magnetic interferences had reduced.

The observations found out from the experiments can be explained analytically with
the magnetostrictive equation, as mentioned in Chapter 3, as follows [71]:

S  sT  dT H D ,

(A.3)

BD  dT   HD ,

(A.4)

where S , H D , T , and B D denote the engineering strain defined as

S  [Sxx S yy Szz S yz Sxz Sxy ]T , the dynamic magnetic field defined as
H D  [ H Dx H Dy H Dz ]T , the stress, and the dynamic magnetic flux density,
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respectively. Also, s is the compliance, d is the piezomagnetic coupling matrix,
and  is the permeability. Equations (A.3) and (A.4) are coupled by d . For very
small magnetostriction, however, the values of components of d are relatively
smaller than the values of s and  ; equations (A.3) and (A.4) can be treated as
individual equations. Thus one can assume that Lamb waves are generated only by
the second term of equation (A.3). Therefore, a strain due to magnetostriction can be
considered as follows [71]:

S MS  d T H D .

(A.5)

When the static magnetic field H S is induced in the x -direction, d can be written
in the following form [71]:

 d11
d   0
 0

d12

d12 0

0

0

0 0

0

0

0 0 d35

Here, the components of d are defined as d11 
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0
d35  .
0 

(A.6)

f ( H )
, d12  0.5d11 , and
H H S

d35  3

f (H S )
. The function f ( H ) is a magnetostriction curve [28], which
HS

shows the relation between the magnetic field strength and the strain in a
magnetostrictive material. The symbol H represents a magnetic field strength
( H ).

Without the static magnetic interference by an external magnet, the static magnetic
fields H S and H D applied to the patch are generated along the radial direction as
shown in figure A.5(a). When an external magnet is placed near the transmitter,
however, the strength and the direction of H S change and then the new static
magnetic field HS' is formed as shown in figure A.5(b). Using the harmonic
analysis simulated by COMSOL Multiphysics [43], the strength of HS' ( H S ' )
distributed on the patch area covered with the coil were obtained. Substituting these
values into equation (A.6), the components of d in the local coordinate system

( x ', y ', z') shown in figure A.5(b) can be calculated. We denote these values as

(d1'1' , d2'2' , d3'5' ) , respectively. Because the patch is only 0.15 mm thick, the z
component of the static magnetic field in the patch is negligible and the distribution
of the static magnetic field can be assumed to be a two-dimensional field in the x -

y plane [109]. Then, SMS' in the local coordinate system ( x ', y ', z') expressed
by the components of d calculated above is written as follows:
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S MS'

 S x ' x '   d1'1' H D cos  

 

  S y ' y '   d1'2' H D cos   .
 S   d H sin  

 x 'y'   3'5' D

(A.7)

The dominant Lamb wave which reaches the receiver can be assumed to be generated
by the x -direction deformation because LTR is much larger than the radius of the
transducer. Therefore, by the coordinate transformation from the local coordinate
system ( x ', y ', z') to the global coordinate system ( x, y, z ) , S xx (the normal
strain component in the x -direction) is obtained from S MS' as:

S xx  d1'1' H D cos3   (d1'2'  d3'5' ) H D sin 2  cos 

(A.8

,

)

where  is the angle between the x and x ' coordinates.

When an external magnet and a patch are located along the  -direction (see figure
A.5(b)), the radiation pattern of S xx is shown in figure A.6. The symbols S xxA and

S xxB in figure 8 denote the strain S xx values at points A and B, respectively, which
are placed on the x -axis shown in figure A.5(b). The magnitude of the Lamb wave
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measured by the receiver located on the x -axis is proportional to the averages of
both S xxA and S xxB . Therefore, the variance ratios of Lamb waves by  can be
calculated by normalizing the averages of both S xxA and S xxB with the value of

S xx measured without an external magnet.

The normalized magnitudes of Lamb waves by  at LTT = 25, 30, and 35 mm are
shown in figure A.4(b). The results are in good agreement with the experimental
results shown in figure A.4(a). Figure A.4(c) shows the experimental and the semianalytical variance ratios of Lamb waves caused by the effect of the static magnetic
interference. These results have only 3.53%, 0.95% and 0.97% maximum error rates
for LTT = 25, 30, and 35 mm, respectively. Thus, the validity of the proposed semianalytical method is successfully verified from the experimental results. There are
two major causes of error in these results; the assumptions used to obtain the
components of d in equations (A.4) and (A.5), and the difference between the
magnetostriction curve used in this research and the actual magnetostriction curve
of the nickel patch.

As mentioned in section 1.2, an OL-MPT generates the largest Lamb waves when

 and D satisfy equation (1). Therefore, D should be calculated from equation
(1) after calculating  from the wavelength-frequency relation in a test plate.
Accordingly, D needs to be changed depending on the desired frequency and the
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effect of the static magnetic interference by LTT also changes because the radius of
a coil varies with D . For this reason, it is necessary to obtain the distance at which
the static magnetic interference among transmitters is negligible when multiple OLMPTs are used in various frequencies. To this end, standards with respect to the
negligible variance ratio are needed; we determined two standards as follows:

1) The distance of limit Llimit between two adjacent transmitters is defined
as the minimum distance at which the maximum variance ratio of Lamb
waves is less than a certain ratio, here, 3%.

2) The outer and inner radii of the coil is proportional to D .

In the previous analysis, the external magnet was larger than the magnet of the
transmitter to increase the effect of the interference. Here, the same magnet as the
magnet of the transmitter is used for the external magnet to obtain Llimit . The range
of D is chosen to be 17 mm  D  23 mm because the magnet of the
transmitter for the present study is optimized for the patch of 20 mm in diameter.
The values of Llimit calculated from the simulation are marked by circles in figure
A.7. The fitted curve which approximates Llimit and D in the linear relation can
be obtained as:
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Llimit  0.8D  6.5 (17 mm  D  23 mm) .

(A.9)

As a result, once the frequency of the Lamb wave is determined, Llimit can be
estimated by using equations (1) and (9).
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Fig. A.1 Experimental setups (a) for measurement of a cross-talk signal and

(b) for investigation of the mutual interference caused by a static magnetic
field.
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Fig. A.2 (a) Photo of the developed PCB based OL-MPT. The nickel patch

(not shown) is located under the dashed circle. (b) The OL-MPT shielded by
aluminum foil. (c) The cross-talk signals of the OL-MPT without aluminum
foil (blue diamonds) and of the OL-MPT with aluminum foil (red circles)
installed on an aluminum plate.
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Fig. A.3 The Gabor pulse centered at 400 kHz used as the excitation signal,

plotted in (a) the time and (b) frequency domains.
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Fig. A.4 Radiation patterns of the normalized magnitudes of Lamb wave

signals obtained (a) from the experiments, (b) from the semi-analytic analysis
and (c) variance ratios of the normalized magnitudes of Lamb wave signals
obtained from the experiments (blue line with circles) and the semi-analytic
analysis (red line with rectangles).
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Fig. A.5 Schematic illustrations of magnetic fields distributions in the

transmitter (a) without and (b) with an external magnet and a magnetostrictive
patch for the magnetic interference.
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Fig. A.6 Radiation pattern of strain S xx when a receiver is located on the x

axis and an external magnet and a patch are located on the  direction.
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Fig. A.7 Relation of the distance of limit Llimit and the patch diameter D .

The fitted curve refers to the linear relation between them.
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ABSTRACT (KOREAN)

비틀림파 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서의
정량화를 위한 등가 회로 모델 연구
이 준 규
서울대학교 대학원
기계항공공학부

본 논문에서는 최저차 비틀림 모드인 T(0,1) 탄성파를 가진, 그리고 측정
하도록 설계된 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서에 대한 완전 결합 회로 모델을
구축하고자 한다. 다양한 타입의 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서가 개발되어
왔지만 트랜스듀서의 가진과 측정 메커니즘을 정확하게 고려하고 이를
표현한 회로 모델에 대한 연구는 제한적이었다. 특히, 정교하면서도 가진
과 측정에서 동시에 사용할 수 있는 회로 모델의 경우는 아직까지 제시
된 바가 없다. 모델을 통한 정량화 연구와 이에 따른 응용이 상당히 진
행된 압전 트랜스듀서와 달리 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서의 경우는 이러
한 모델의 부재로 인해 정량화와 응용 측면에서 한계를 가졌다. 따라서
본 연구에서는 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서의 정량화를 목표로 완전 결합
회로 모델을 설계하고 이에 대한 검증을 수행하였다.
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정량적 회로 모델을 설계하기에 앞서, 기존의 단순화된 자기변형 구성
방정식을 통해 얻은 결과값을 스트레인 게이지와 상대적 비교를 하였으
며 해당 결과는 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서의 정량화 가능성을 확인해준
다. 실제 회로 모델 설계에 있어서, 구조적 임피던스를 통해 시편과 트랜
스듀서의 물리적 구조를 동시에 고려하였으며 자기변형 패치 내의 비선
형성 자기변형 현상을 물성치와 함께 고려하여 등가 회로로 표현하였다.
특히, 자기변형 현상에 큰 영향을 주는 자석에 의한 정자기장도 회로 안
에 함께 고려하여 가진과 측정, 두 방향성을 가질 수 있도록 설계하였다.
구조적 임피던스와 등가 회로를 하나로 모은 모델은 트랜스듀서에서 얻
은 전압을 실제 변형률값으로 전환해주며 반대의 작용 또한 가능케 한다.
개발된 완전 결합 회로 모델은 검증된 스트레인 게이지와의 비교 실험들
을 통해서 다양한 변수에 대한 유효성을 입증하였다.

주요어: 유도초음파, 자기변형, 자기변형 패치 트랜스듀서, 정량화, 등가
회로
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